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State may
pay for
program
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state may pay to include
children of low-income state
employees in a new health
insurance program if the federal government does not, Gov.
Paul Patton announced.
He will ask the General
Assembly for funding in 2000
"in the unlikely event that we
do not prevail in our position,"
Patton said in a statement
Wednesday.
At issue is the Kentucky Children's Health Insurance Program, which subsidizes health
coverage for children of the
"working poor."
federal
announcing
In
approval of the program last
week. John Morse, secretary of
the Cabinet for Health Services,
said children of state employees are not eligible.
In his statement, Patton said
"some officials of the Health Care
Financing Administration ... have
questioned the eligibility of these
children, but they have not officially denied their participation
in the program."
Morse said last week that
federal officials did not want to
get stuck with an expense states
ordinarily pay for public employees. Patton said the officials
mistakenly thought Kentucky
provided family coverage to state
employees. In fact, it pays only
for individual employees, who
must pay the extra cost of
spouse or family coverage.
He called "senior White
House officials asking for their
help," Patton's statement said.

5.

Judge approves
settlement
MARTINEZ. Calif. (AP) — A
Judge has approved an out-ofcourt settlement over an estimated $5 million left by the late
newspaper heiress Margaret Lesher Thorstenson to her husband, buffalo wrangler Collin
"T.C." Thorstenson.
Mrs. Thorstenson, 65,
drowned in May 1997 while
camping at a lake near Phoenix,
seven months after her marriage
to Thorstenson, then 38. The
death was ruled an accident.
Lawyers declined to provide
details of the settlement, approved Tuesday, because of a
confidentiality agreement. But
both sides said they were satisfied.
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GOP may send
articles of
impeachment
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — As
President Clinton scrambles for
Republican votes on the House
floor, GOP members of the Judiciary Committee appear likely to
send the House a resolution
"impeaching William Jefferson
Clinton, president of the United
States, for high crimes and misdemeanors."
Before a historic lame duck
session of the House that is likely next week, the committee must
consider four proposed articles of
impeachment. The articles will be
dissected and possibly revised
before the panel votes later this
week.

Today, investigators for both parties give the committee's 21 Republicans and 17 Democrats their conclusions based on reviews of the
evidence.
Making use of the same grand
jury testimony. FBI interviews and
depositions, Democratic investigator Abbe Lowell is expected to
find no impeachable offenses, said
Democratic officials.
His counterpart, Republican
investigator David Schippers, is
likely to conclude there was
impeachable conduct, GOP officials said.
Both planned to make the first

III See Page 2

TVA pledges
support for LBL
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority, which
once considered allowing a theme
park in the 179,000-acre Land
Between the Lakes, pledged to
maintain the preserve's natural character.
"We will not commercialize
LBL," TVA Chairman Craven
Crowell said Wednesday. "We will
not sell any land there. We will
not charge fees for general access
to the area."
He said TVA, which has managed the preserve on the Tennessee-Kentucky border since its
creation in 1966, "is proud to do
everything we can to support the
great work at LBL."
The three-member TVA board,
meeting in Paducah for their regular monthly session, adopted a

statement of principles for overseeing LBL and a resolution that
"reaffirms TVA's longterm commitment to LBL."
A key reature of the resolution
is a proposal to create an LBL
advisory board to guide TVA on
the recreation area's operations.
The board will consist of "representatives of diverse national.
state and local interests in the
fields of public recreation, environmental education, multiple use
resource management and related
fields."
TVA also pledged to protect
cemeteries within LBL and to ban
clear-cutting of timber there.
Only a few years ago, TVA
was looking for ways to generate

• See Page 2

Economist predicts
drop in burley
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky burley growers could soon
feel the same financial pain faced by their brethren in flue-cured
tobacco country.
A farm economist said demand for U.S. burley tobacco by cigarette makers could plunge next year because of domestic and global
factors, following the downward trend apparently set in motion for
flue-cured tobacco.
The basic quota for burley could drop as much as 20 percent to
25 percent next year, predicted Will Snell, a University of Kentucky
tobacco economist.
A 20 percent drop would cost Kentucky producers about $200 mil-

• See Page 2

BERNARD KANEledger & Times photo
PASSING HISTORY: Leigh Perry hands a complimentary copy of the "Recollections of
John Carr" to Jan and Dick Weaver Wednesday afternoon. The Weavers have donated land to Murray State University.

Weavers donate land
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Building on their donation that created a new
academic center for student-athletes at Murray
State University, Dick and Jan Weaver are adding
a telpilig han,l to student-athletes after their career
is over.
The Weavers gave the Murray State University Foundation a farm in Ohio County and the
proceeds from the sale of the property will help
fund a scholarship to benefit student-athletes in
their "fifth-year" — after their playing careers have
been completed.
The announcement was made by university officials Wednesday in the state-of-the-art Weaver
Center for Academic Excellence in Stewart Stadium.

•S •

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
As part of the holiday season,
the public will get a peek inside
three local homes.
The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club is sponsoring its 17th annual Holiday
Tour of Homes from 1 to 4 p.m.
Sunday.
Homes on the tour are Karen
and Jeremy Bolls at 1402 Oak
Hill Drive, Dean and Jackie Cherry at 1537 Spring Creek Drive
and the historic residence of Jim
and Nancy McMinn at 714 Main
St.
Ticket prices are $7 if purchased prior to the tour from any
Kappa member or $8 at the door
of any of the homes.

• See Page 2

Proceeds will benefit the Jackson Purchase Dance Company
School Mentor Program which
brings instruction to local students
and teachers in arts and humanities and renovations of the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
The first visit on the tour is
the Bolls home in Campbell Estates.
Built by Don Robertson, this stucco home has a spacious open floor
plan. The glass arched front
entrance opens onto a tile foyer
with a brass chandelier lighting
the way.
The large living area has hardwood floors, a marble fireplace
and an oak grand piano. The tiled
kitchen is done in yellow and
white and feature barstools. The
breakfast nook contains colorful

wicker furniture.
The large master bedroom
includes a sitting area and the
master bath has a Jacu/./i tub and
double sinks. The guestroom features a brass bed and other antique
furnishings.
The Cheery' home, located in
Spring Creek, features a circle
drive and an oak front entrarwe
door. Traditional is the theme presented in this home.
An Austrian crystal chandelier
is featured in the foyer, coupled
with Greek replica statues and a
semi winding staircase. The kitchen
is done in Italian marble, pickled
oak cabinets., stainless steel appliances and a cooking island with

• See Page 2

Meeting to focus on
help for farmers

Tonight...
Considerable
clouds with a few spnnkles possible early...Then some clearing by daybreak. Low in the lower
30s. Light north wind.
Friday... Becoming mostly
sunny. High near 50.
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"When you see what the needs and the opportunities are to help these kids, you want to help.
There are a lot of options for them, but after
their playing career is over, a lot of times they
still need help," Dick Weaver said. "They've given
the university a whole lot and they ought to hase
an option to get it done. It's important I get
those kids through."
The Weavers have heard many comments from
student-athletes who have taken advantage of the
new center.
"We've been thanked a whole lot by kids we
don't know," Jan Weaver said. "We'll be out on
the street and they'll say - 'Thank you for that
center.' That really took me away."

Kappas plan annual tour

WEATHER
,

MURRAY, KY 42071

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
PASSING GRADES: Schanda Bannister hands out informational sheets prior to the
start of Wednesday's meeting for December graduates Mid-year graduation is slated
for Friday at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- Leaders of six of the largest tobaccoproducing states, including Kentucky. will meet next week to discuss
how to help growers who may be affected by the settlement between
tobacco companies and 46 stttes.
The Dec. 18 meeting in Durham. N.C., also will include leaders
from Georgia, North Garolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia.
The companies are Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. the Philip
Morris Cos., R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. and Lorillard Tobacco Co.
Kentucky, the nation's second-largest tobacco producer, will be represented by Gov. Paul Patton, Attorney General Ben Chandler and
Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray Smith.
Kentucky farm group representatives said they trust the state officials will look out for their interests.
"We would like to be invited, but the master settlement agreement
doesn't call for us to be invited," said Rod Kuegel, president of the
Burley Tobacco Growers Co-Op in Lexington. Kuegel said he has
confidence the Kentucky officials "will get for us the maximum that
will he on the table."
The national tobacco settlement, signed Nov. 23, stipulated that the
two sides meet within 30 days of the pact to address the concerns
of the growers, who were not included in the deal.
Under the agreement, the companies agreed to pay the states $206
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II GOP ...

• Weavers

From Page 1

From Page 1
"1 want to thank you on behalf
of the kids," assistant athletic director for academics Margaret Simmons said."They swarm this place."
Simmons said about 180 athletes visit the center during the
week.
Athletic director E.W. Dennison said the Weavers have been
"difference makers" for the program.
"I'd like to thank you for all
you've done for the program,"
Dennison said.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, interim
director of development, said the
Weavers have enhanced the university's efforts.
"They've become a part of the
community and we've become
enamored with them," Reichmuth

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Dick and Jan Weaver are shown with Murray State University
officials signing papers to set up a fifth year scholarship program for MSU student-athletes.
said. "Their giving is just unbe- scholarship is going to continue
lievable. This center is an idea on that. We certainly hope others
that was a real need and this will follow their lead."

• LBL
From Page 1
new re‘enue from the preserve to
cover its $7 million annual oper-

ating costs. A variety of development proposals — including a
theme park, golf courses and hotels
— were scrapped in 1996 after
widespread public opposition.
Later, Crowell proposed ending
federal funding for all of TVA's
T
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nonpower programs, which includ-,
ed LBL. Crowell has since reversed ,
his position.
With continued federal funding
in doubt this year, U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield and U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell, both Kentucky Republicans. pushed through Congress a
"1.13L Protection Act."
The measure would preserve
funding for LBL through the Interior Department and shift management to the Forest Service if
TVA failed to win continued nonpower financing.
The issue became moot for this
year, at least, when congressional
budget negotiators agreed to give
TVA another year of nonpower
funding.
"We are pleased to see TVA
embracing the principles and much
of the language of the LBL Protection Act," Whitfield said. "We
look forward to working with them
to maintain these principles."
McConnell said he was pleased
with the creation of an LBL advisory board, but added he didn't

I Farmers ..
From Page 1
billion over 25 years for smoking-related health-care costs in
exchange for the states giving up
their lawsuits against the industry.
Kentucky would receive $3.4 billion in the deal.
However, there is widespread
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know if it went far enough.
McConnell said his and Whitfield's legislation called for a permanent I7-member citizens advisory board. McConnell said it's
his understanding that TVA's board
has proposed a two-year advisory
panel, which would have no role
in considering LBL's resource management plan, which expires in
2004.
"I believe it is vitally important that local citizens have a say
in the future of LBL, which was
our purpose when we first proposed the creation of the board
in the LBL Protection Act,"
McConnell said.
TVA spokeswoman Barbara
Martocci denied that the Whitfield-McConnell action prompted
Wednesday's resolution. Rather, she
said, "The TVA board wanted to
reaffirm its commitment to LBL,
to the people and to the area."
Meantime, she *aid TVA has
scrapped plans to locate an employee training retreat at LBL as unfeasible.
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disagreement over how tobacco
growers and their communities
should be compensated for expected lower sales.
"My companies don't agree on
the approach," said J. Phil Carlton, a North Carolina attorney who
has been representing the industry
in talks with the growers and the
states. "The growers don't agree
on the approach, and I'm sure the
state officials don't."
On Tuesday. the Kentucky Farm
Bureau said burley tobacco leaders want at least half of each
state's proceeds from the settlement to be earmarked for agriculture.
Patton estimated that Kentucky's
60,000 tobacco-farming, families
and local communities would need
$2.2 billion to compensate for a
30 percent .4rilrop in income over
the next several years.
Carlton said that some aid figures grower groups are citing are
far beyond what the industry envisions paying — if the companies
establish some kind of money pool
for farmers.

public showings of Clinton's videotaped deposition in the Paula Jones
sexual harassment case.
Just days before the historic vote,
the Judiciary Committee was as
polarized as ever.
When White House counsel
Charles F.C. Ruff neared the end
of his defense presentation Wednesday, the Republican committee staff
made public the four proposed
articles of impeachment that were
crafted in advance.
Committee Republicans have left
little doubt they would send at
least one article to the full House.
If the House approved an article of impeachment — which
requires only a majority vote —
it would be the first such act
against a president since the Andrew
Johnson case was sent to a Senate trial in 1868. Conviction requires
a two-thirds vote of the Senate.
Johnson was acquitted by a single vote.
,Clinton, searching for votes
among 20-to-30 moderate Republicans who apparently hold the
balance in the full House, "will
do what he needs to do to save
his presidency," said a White House
official, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
On the second day of a presidential defense before the Judiciary Committee, Ruff tried to win
over GOP moderates who aren't
on the panel.
Asked by Rep. James Sensenbrenner, R-Wis., whether Clinton
had lied, Ruff said, "Reasonable
people ... could. determine that he
crossed over that line and that
what for him was truthful but mi4"-leading or non-responsive and misleading or evasive was, in fact, false.
"But in his mind — and that's
the heart and soul of perjury —
he thought and he believed that
what he was doing was being evasive but truthful."
Ruff urged lawmakers to abandon their move toward impeachment, saying Clinton's "conduct,
although morally reprehensible,
does not warrant impeachment,does
not warrant overturning the mandate of the American electorate."
White House spokesman James
Kennedy issued a statement saying that "nothing in the record, nothing in the facts, or the law, or
the Constitution" warrants impeachment.
The proposed impeachment articles charge that Clinton:
—"Willfully provided perjurious, false and misleading testimony to the grand jury."
—"Willfully corrupted and
manipulated the judicial process
of the United States for his personal gain and exoneration" by
lying in his Paula Jones deposition.
—"Prevented, obstructed, and
impeded the administration of justice and ... engaged ... in a course
of conduct ... to delay, impede,
cover up and conceal" evidence
of his relationship with former
White House intern Monica Lewinsky.
—"Engaged in conduct that
resulted in misuse and abuse of
his high office" by asserting legal
privileges, using public resources
and providing false information to
his aides.
Committee Democrats countered
the GOP articles of impeachment
with a draft proposal to censure
Clinton, citing him for "reprehensible conduct with a subordinate,"
Ms. Lewinsky, and demanding his
signature on the resolution.
"No person is above the law
and the president remains subject
to criminal and civil penalties for
this conduct," the Democratic proposal said.
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From Page 1
a stovetop.
Another Austrian crystal chandelier lights the dining area. Many
pieces of ancient Chinese Racu
art decorate the home. The billiard room is warned by a marble fireplace and contains a 100year-old pool table and an antique
Civil War chess set sitting on a
leather inlaid gam table.
This home also features 14-foot
ceilings, extra wide moldings and
a garden room that opens to a
brick courtyard.
The McMinn home includes
many historical features. Built in
1870 by Captain McElrath, it con-

tains a wide array of classic Victorian
furniture
in
walnut,

mahogany and cherry.
A footed tun and a pedestal
sink reside in the upstairs bathroom. There is also a grandfather
clock built by Jim McMinn. Four
fireplaces keep the family warm and
one double-sided is in one of the
three living rooms.
The house has decorative wide
brass plates with glass knobs accenting all interior doors. There are
12-foot ceilings throughout the
downstairs area, hardwood floors
and transoms over all the doors.
For more information 'about the
tour, contact Laura Lohr at 7539397.

• Burley ...
From Page 1
lion, Snell said after a news conference Wednesday assessing the
state's farm outlook.
Such a financial blow would
likely be softened by a somewhat
higher effective quota, based on
allowing burley growers to carry
over some production from the
previous year, Snell said.
A quota drop would be linked
to lower U.S. tobacco consumption and foreign competition, he
said. It could mark the end of a
40-year era in which global demand
for U.S. burley stayed fairly constant at about 600 million pounds.
"My fear is that given some
changes in the domestic market
and also what we're seeing in the

export market, that this 600 million pound level may be adjusted
somewhat in the future," Snell
said.
"I think we're probably looking at a long-term equilibrium of
somewhere around 500 to 550 million pounds."
Cigarette companies won't make
their buying intentions known for
domestic burley until mid-January,
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture will set burley quotas the
following month, Snell said.
Mark Smith, a spokesman tor
Brown
Louisville-based
Williamson Tobacco Corp., said
he couldn't discuss the company's
plans for burley purchases.
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AROUND THE NATION
D.C. fires 19 school bus drivers
WASHINGTON (AP) — Nineteen bus drivers who transport
special education students in the District of Columbia have been
fired after school officials discovered some of them have drunken-driving convictions or have tested positive for drug use.
School officials said Wednesday they expect more drivers to be
fired in the weeks to come as the FBI completes background
checks on the rest of the bus force.
Three administrative clerks also were dismissed for tampering
with bus driver records. School spokeswoman Denise Tann would
not reveal the identity of the employees, but said the 19 drivers
were employed by a contractor hired to oversee bus operations.
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Vet accused of dispensing steroids to people
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A Paducah veterinarian is scheduled to
be tried in February on charges
that he dispensed steroids usually
given to horses to five people.
Dr. William Clayton Potter, 38,
could get 146 years in prison and
an $87 million fine, $250,000 on
each of 351 -counts, if convicted.
He could also be forced to forfeit his clinic, Heartland Veterinary Hospital.
But Potter can account for every
dose dispensed and sold to "peo-

pie NC EVIIC‘,e Ihtd 110ENCS,• said
his lawyer. Tod I. Megibow of
Paducah.
Investigators contend that the
animal steroids — with names like
Winstrol, Equipoise and Propionate
— ultimately went to health clubs
and bodybuilders, said Mark Caverly, a supervisory agent with the
Drug Enforcement Administration
in Louisville who worked Potter's
case.
Caverly called it the largest
steroid-diversion investigation that

he has seen during II sears in
Kentucky.
An indictment unsealed in midNovember alleges that over four
years, Potter dispensed steroids in
351 transactions "outside the course
of professional practice."
Potter was arrested Nov. 12 and
has pleaded innocent. His trial is
set for Feb. 9.
The federal government began
regulating anabolic steroids under
the Controlled Substances Act in
1990. Steroids are popular with

bodybuilders because they increase
lean body mass. However, abuse
also is linked to serious heart and
liver problems.
The DEA was alerted by a supplier who reported Potter's purchase
of "unusual quantities" of steroids,
Caverly said. The government has
not charged the five men who the
indictment says obtained the
steroids. But Caverly said they all
have Kentucky connections; one
is in a military prison.

Lawyer: Clinton won't pardon himself
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's top lawyer on
Wednesday ruled out the possibility that Clinton would pardon
himself for any alleged crimes he committed while in office.
"I assume there's no reason for the president to grant himself
a pardon before he would leave office for any criminal acts that
he might have committed," Rep. Steve Chabot, R-Ohio, said during House Judiciary impeachment hearings.
"Can you assure us that President Clinton will not pardon himself or that he will not accept a pardon from any presidential successor?" Chabot asked White House counsel Charles Ruff.
"Absolutely," responde.4 Ruff.

No Caribbean holiday for Clintons
WASHINGTON (AP) — A winter vacation on a sunny Caribbean
island? Not for President Clinton.
A disappointed press secretary Joe Lockhart announced Wednesday that Clinton and his wife would not return to the U.S. Virgin Islands, where they visited after Christmas the last two years.
Following tradition, the Clintons will attend the annual gabfest
of thinkers and friends at Renaissance Weekend in Hilton Head,
S.C. They will leave Washington late on Dec. 30 or early on Dec.
31 and return to the White House on Jan. 2 or 3. Lockhart said
he did not think there would be other travel.
He said it had been just "staff wishful thinking" that the Clintons would visit the Virgin Islands or some other sunny spot.

President returns report card
TAHLEQUAH, Okla. (AP) — Here's one for the teacher who
has heard it all: Sorry I didn't turn in my report card on time
— I gave it to President Clinton and he didn't give it back for
a month.
Fourth-grader Desiree Wilson insisted it was true but some
teachers at Greenwood School were skeptical.
When the card arrived at school Tuesday from the White House,
and it was signed, "To Desiree, from President Clinton."
1 was really excited to have it," Desiree said. "I got to pass
it around and show everybody."
School district policy requires parents to sign the report cards,
which arc then returned to school.
Desiree lost her card Nov. 6 after handing it to a Secret Service agent for Clinton to sign during an airport dedication in
northwest Arkansas. The president moved on through the crowd
without returning the card.
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Slain state senator's widow pushes bill
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The widow of a state senator
who was shot to death — allegedly by his election opponent —
is sponsohng a bill that would let a candidate's name remain on
the ballot if the office-seeker dies within 40 days of an election.
Charlotte Burks, who won a write-in campaign for the seat her
husband, Tommy, held for 20 years, is backing legislation that
would have kept his name on the ballot if it had been in effect
in October.
"I thought it was something I should do," Mrs..Burks said
Wednesday.
Burks, a Democrat, was shot to death Oct. 19. His Republican
opponent, Byron (Low Tax) Looper, is charged with first-degree
murder in the killing.
Under state law, Burks' name was removed, leaving only Looper's on the November ballot. Mrs. Burks won her write-in campaign with 95 percent of the vote
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'Alice' copy sells for $1.54 million
NEW YORK (AP) — Lewis Carroll's personal copy of "Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland," one of six original 1865 editions
known to exist, fetched a record $1.54 million at auction.
The book was among 3§ Alice-related items,..offered Wednesday at a Christie's auction marking the 100th anniversary of the
death of Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, the Oxford University mathematician who wrote under the pseudonym Lewis Carroll.
The anonymous buyer's final price was a record for a children's book and a 19th century work of literature, said Francis
Wahlgren, Christie's head of books and manuscripts. The record
had been $1.2 million for a sale in London of William Blake's
"Songs of Innocence and Experience."
The original copy's pre-sale value was estimated at $1.5 million to $2 million.
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Snow bird drawing a crowd in Florida
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OCEAN RIDGE, Fla. (AP) — Snowbirds of the two-legged
variety have some winged company in Florida these days.
The South Polar skua, a bird that typically frequents the frigid
waters off Antarctica, has spent the last five weeks hunting, resting and drawing crowds at a beach known for surfing.
Bird fvvatchers by the hundreds have flocked to this stretch of
beach, just south of Boynton Inlet Park on Florida's east coast to
see the bird. It is the first confirmed sighting of the large predatory species in southern Florida.
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Do you have a CD or
IRA maturing?

OUR CURRENT
FLEX II ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

5.50%
Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions, less any applicable maintenance fees, accumulate wealth for the
luture Early surrender champs apply

7534703
FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE
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Hearings lack drama
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
•

Dec.7— Exponent-Telegram, Clarksburg, W.Va.,
on Social Security:
Social Security will be a big topic of conversation the next few days, but talk is all it will be
for now. The program is financially solid for the
moment, but statistics show a crisis is 15 years
ahead and disaster looms about 17 years after that.

to see any of that happen because we all pay taxes
and we all hope to retire one day. Vague proposals about investing some Social Security benefits
into the stock market may hold some promise.
But who will hold that stock — the government or the person paying into the program? And
what happens during an extended bear market?

A White House conference on Social Security
kicked off with President Bill Clinton trying to
get Republican and Democrat congressmen on the
road to reform of the retirement program. ...
It is obvious something needs to be done to
keep Social Security solvent past the next couple
of decades.
It is good that Congress and the president recognize that the time to reform a program is when
things are running pretty well. ...
Raising taxes or cutting benefits — or some
combination of both — seem to be the most obvious solutions to the program. None of us wants

Dec. 4 — Deming(N.M.) Headlight, on impeachment hearings:
President Clinton deserves all the criticism he's
been getting over lying about his affair with Monica Lewinsky. He has degraded the office of the
presidency.
But Congress should refrain from impeaching Clinton. Such a decision would set a terrible precedent for the United States.
What Clinton did was not an abuse of power
or a threat to the republic. His misdeeds don't rise
to the constitutional impeachment standard of "high
crimes and misdemeanors."

• Its kind of a drive-by impeach- committee vote on censure instead
ment," said Rep. Bobby Scott of of impeachment, only a gesture,
Virginia, accusing Republicans of given Republican opposition there.
That alternative has more supshifting targets and tactics. He said
there should have been a defini- port in the House itself; indeed,
tive list of allegations; Ruff replied put to a vote there, it might suphe'd had to present the defense plant impeachment, short of what
without one.
Ruff called the horror of a SenAs he was concluding, under ate trial.
There were no fallback sughostile GOP questioning, committee Republicans issued four pro- gestions in the Nixon case. The
posed articles of impeachment, two assumption now is that even with
for perjury, the others for obstruc- a House vote to impeach, the Sention of justice and abuse of power. ate would not convict and expel
Democratic Rep. Zoe Lofgren Clinton, which would take a twoof California had said "many in thirds vote._ Not then.
the country are not aware" of
Nixon's case never got to the
looming impeachment votes. She House, of course. The White House
said Americans needed to be alert- tape proving he'd tried to use feded "that something is actually hap- eral agencies in the Watergate coverpening."
up, the smoking gun tape, made
Nobody talked that way about impeachment and ouster inevitable,
the proceedings against Nixon.
and he resigned.
There is no inkling of new eviThe Watergate evidence against
Nixon unfolded serially, in Senate dence in the Clinton case, for or
hearings and then the House against.
impeachment investigation.
After the upset Democratic
This time, the evidence was in House gain of five seats in the
one massive installment, sent to midterm election, and with polls
the House by Starr on Sept. 9. still showing two-thirds of AmerSince then, it has been a debate icans oppose impeachment, the
among politicians, lawyers and so Clinton side acted as though the
many professors that Hyde said defense had won. Now they aren't
the committee should be getting so sure, and the White House,
course credit.
wary of the risk that he could
In the Nixon hearings, the sus- lose in the House, is inviting a
pense wasn't about the outcoMe censure settlement.
Republican Rep. Bob Barr, the
in the committee — Democrats
controlled that, with 21 votes, as most ardent of impeachers,
Republicans control the current remarked on -that pattern. "One of
one. Seven Republicans supported the faults of the White House, I
at least one of the three articles think, is that they have a tendenrecommended against Nixon. None cy, maybe this president personof the 16 Democrats on the cur- ally, perhaps, to break out the
rent committee has wavered in champagne or light up the victory cigar a little bit early sometimes,"
opposition to impeachment.
Hyde gave them an option, a he told Clinton's defenders.
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bic version says it will be President Clinton, not the Palestinian
side, who will "reaffirm his commitment to the peace process." No
Palestinian reaffirmation is mentioned. Nor is any decision to
abrogate part of the PLO Covenant.
The head of the Palestinian negotiating team, Saib Ereiqat, said the
meeting of the various Palestinian
bodies "will convene to listen to
Clinton, not to vote."
Former U.N. arms inspector
Scott Ritter told the Jerusalem Post
Nov. 3: "The (Wye accord) is to
be monitored by the CIA, but the
real arbiter will be the State Department, and this is a cause for great
worry. The entire effort has been
politicized - this is the Clinton
administration's own Camp David,
and they really can't afford to let
it fail. Therefore they cannot be
counted (mon to be honest brokers."
So, the Jews are again being
sold out. In World War II, the
U.S. wouldn't spend the money
or the political capital to save
Jews from the Nazis. Today it is
spending the money. but giving it
to Hitler's ideological descendants
to help them finish the job. It is
shameful and it won't work because
the PA has made it abundantly
-clear to everyone, except those
who will not see, that their ultimate objectives have not changed.
Instead of achieving them through
war and terror, whiLh they so far
have been unable to do. they will
now win on the- installment plan
- with the United States making
the payments.
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Plan hurts Israel
After repeatedly telling overburdened taxpayers that there can
be no tax cuts until "Social Security is saved," the Clinton administration has pledged to spend an
extra $400 million in aid for the
Palestinians. This decision is flawed
for at least two reasons.
First. British aid directed at housing projects for needy Palestini- vious administrations that Israel's
ans in Gaza was siphoned off and enemies can be bought off and
used instead to construct luxury deterred in their unchanging objecapartments for supporters of Pales- tive to take all of the land for
tinian Authority leader Yasser themselves. Even while accepting
Arafat, according to the Sunday the new financial package, which
Times of London. Asked about totals more than $3 billion when
this. Secretary of State Madeleine other nations' contributions are facAlbright said that misspent British tored in, Arafat repeated his promaid "is not an issue for the Unit- ise te, declare a Palestinian state
ed States." Albright assured with Jerusalem as its capital. He
reporters that "every dollar (of even referred to Jerusalem as "occuU.S. aid) is accounted for and is pied territory." The status of
Jerusalem and of any Palestinian
completely transparent."
Not exactly. A secret 600-page entity is supposed to be reserved
report last year by the PA's own for talks on the final status between
auditing office found $323 mil- Israeli and Palestinian territory.
President Clinton is scheduled
lion, nearly 40 percent, of the PA's
annual budget had been wasted, to go next week to the Middle
stolen or misused. A December, East, where he will address a sham
1995, General Accounting Office meeting of the Executive Comreport said it was "unable to inde- mittee and the Central Council of
pendently verify (the-Palestine Lib- the PA. At that meeting, the PA
eration Organization's) financial supposedly will vote to repeal a
condition since the PLO was unwill- section of the PLO Covenant calling, to provide us with requested ing for the destruction of Israel,
accounting reports and supporting which Arafat pledged to do at the
agreement he and Israeli Prime Mindocumentation."
Arafat claims there has been a ister Benjamin Netanyahu signed
decline in the living conditions of last October in Maryland. But the
Palestinians since the current "peace Palestinian media reveal that its side
process" with Israel began five takes a different view of the forthyears ago. He blames Israel because coming meeting from the United
of its frequent border closures to States and Israel.
According to the Middle East
curtail terrorism. But Arafat for
more than 25 years has prevent- Media and Research Institute-, the
ed outside aid, even in the refugee Arabic version of the Wye agreecamps. in order to cynically manip- ment (unlike the English) states
ulate world opinion against Israel the meeting to be addressed by Presand in favor of an independent ident Clinton will reaffirm the
decisions of the Executive ComPalestinian state.
The second flaw in the deci- mittee and the Central Council
sion to sharply increase U.S. aid regarding the amendment of the
is the view held by this and pre- (Palestinian) Covenant" The Ara-
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WASHINGTON (AP) — It was
said to be historic, momentous,even
sacred. But the tone did not fit
the adjectives as Republicans and
Democrats in turn, by rote, argued
for and against the third presidential impeachment in American
history.
"This is not routine business,"
White House counsel Charles Ruff
told House Judiciary Committee
in his summation for the defense.
But the proceedings sometimes
seemed routine, on a political script
that really hasn't changed in the
three months since Independent
Counsel Kenneth Starr sent the
House his impeachment case against
Clinton in the Monica Lewinsky
affair.
Veterans of Watergate and the
1974 impeachment proceedings
against Richard M. Nixon testified in President Clinton's defense
that this case is not anything like
that one. Nor is the atmosphere.
The tension is lacking. Despite the
partisan disputes and the angry
arguments, this is tame by comparison. At times, members of both
parties seemed to nod off.
Teams of White House defenders said Clinton had done nothing
warranting impeachment in attempting to conceal his affair with the
former intern, reprehensible though
it was. His lawyers said Clinton
did not commit perjury or obstruct
justice.. His experts said that even
if there was perjury, it wasn't an
impeachable offense.
"We've heard it all before,"
said Rep. Bob Inglis of South Carolina.
Republicans kept complaining
that were no defense witnesses to
testify to facts.
But neither were there witnesses
to present evidence for the prosecution in the hearings that ended
Wednesday.
"We've made a compulsive —
a compelling case," said Rep. Henry
Hyde, the committee chairman.
Actually, Starr made the case the
Republicans pressed.
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Attention
Washington!
ES. REP ED WHITFIELD
2.36 Cannon Home Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-225-3547 tWashingtoni

U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russel Senate Office Building.
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-2244343 (Washington)

U.S. SEN, MITCH McCONNELL
361A Rmsd Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-1541 (Washington I

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be signed by the writer, with'the writer's address and
telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be more
than 500 words. We reserve the right to condense or reject any
letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray
Ledger and Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. Ky. 42071. They may
also be faxed to 1502) 753-1927.

Ledger&Times
AMY WILSON
WALTER L. APPERSON
Managing Editor
Publisher
ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER,INC.
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Another motorist charged in accident

DEATHS

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — A
second motorist has been charged
with murder in a chain-reaction
accident that killed two people on
the Watterson Expressway nearly
a year ago.
William R. Shaw, 35, was indicted Tuesday on two counts of murder, seven counts of assault and
one count of operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of
alcohol.

Mrs. Geraldine Hall Adams
Mrs. Geraldine Hall Adams, 77,
Woodlawn Avenue, Murray, died
Tuesday, Dec. 8, 1998, at 8 p.m.
at Trans-Care Rehab Center, Jeffersonville, Ind.
A member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ, she formerly
worked at Lad and Lassie and
Murray Sewing Center. She was
preceded in death by her first husband, Leon Hall, and her second
husband, Nolan Adams. Born Sept.
12, 1921, in Graves County, she
was the daughter of the late Paul
B. Garrett and Iva Oliver Garrett.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Peggy Hall Jennings and
husband, Edwin, Evansville, Ind.,
and Mrs. Paula Hall Lamb and
husband, Terry, Jeffersonville, Ind.;
one son, Bob Hall and wife, Leanne,
Jeffersonville, Ind.; one sister, Mrs.
Marcie Hicks, Wingo; three stepdaughters; two stepsons; seven
grandchildren; 11 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at
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GERALDINE H. ADAMS
II a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate.
Grandsons will be pallbearers.
Burial will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).
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Lawton W. Burton, 88, Shady Grove Road, Buchanan, Tenn.,
died Wednesday, Dec. 9, 1998, at 5:55 p.m. at Britthaven Nursing Home, Benton.
•
He was a member of Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church.
Born Oct. 4, 1910, he was the son of the late Freddie Lee
Burton and Linda Mae Burton. Also preceding him in death were
one sister, Eula Hicks, and one brother, Leland Burton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Pearl Burton; one sister. Mrs.
Aleta Swift and husband, Eldridge. Almo; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev. Gene Burkeen will officiate.
Burial will follow in Mount Pleasant Cemetery in Henry County,
Tenn.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Howard Gibson
The funeral for Howard Gibson will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. John Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Marshall Gibson, Terry Gibson, Don Bray,
Tommy Philyaw, Lloyd Salmon, and Jeff Funk. Burial will follow
in Hazel Cemetery.
Mr. Gibson, 67, Hazel, died Tuesday, Dec. 8, 1998. at 6 a.m.
at Puryear, Tenn. .
His wife, Mrs. Yvonne Gibson, died in April 1990. One sister,
Elita Philyaw, and four brothers, Jim Henry Gibson, Robert Gibson, Miller Gibson, and J.L. Gibson, also preceded him in death.
Born Nov. 1, 1931, he was the son of the late John Thomas Gibson and Ella Mae Grooms Gibson.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Teresa Page and husband, Steven, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Jane Humes and husband, Gary,
Ft. Atkinson, Wis.; one son, Calvin Gibson and special friend,
Janie Willoughby, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Modena Thornton, Franklin,
Tenn.; one brother, Brooks Gibson; four grandchildren, Josh Page,
Chris Page, Lisa Humes. and Austin Humes.

HOG MARKET

Report
Not
Available

At the November meeting of the Woodman of the World
Lodge No. 728, the project committee presented Linda Scott,
president of the Murray Woman's Club, a check for $1,700
for The Lynn Clarke Griffith Apheresis Donor Center. Pictured (from left) are Scott and committee members Lottie
Brandon, Renee Doyle and Jean Bird.
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CD
Changer
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Kroger
LG&E
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Mercantile Bank
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Microsoft
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Time Warner
Union Planters
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Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

Shortly after Shaw was involved
in an accident on Dec. 13, 1997,
a car operated by Christopher Love,
25, plowed into the crash scene.
killing two people, including a
Fort Knox soldier who had stopped
to help, and injuring nine others.
The soldier, Christopher M.
Ochs, 19, had pushed two other

people out of the way before he
was hit. Clark H. Vinson. 58, a
newspaper carrier for The Courier-Journal who was involved in
the original accident, also was
killed.
Love was charged with two
counts of murder, eight counts of
assault, one count of DUI and one
count of operating a motor vehicle with a suspended license. His
trial is scheduled for April.
A few days after the accident,
police said Shaw had been at fault
in the first wreck and that his
blood-alcohol level was "significantly over" the legal limit of 0.10
percent. But Shaw wasn't charged
until Tuesday.
Shaw is scheduled to be
arraigned in Jefferson Circuit Court
on Monday.
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(Fun at first, but not much future.)
300 minutes a month. $15 a month.
Good long after the holidays are gone.

Let Us Help
Make Those
Wishes
Come
True!!!
*SPECIAL HOURS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE*
Open from 8:30 to Noon on Saturdays
Starting November 28th
thru December 19th

HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION
Dixieland Center • Murray
EL+
502-759-0310

Finally, a holiday rate that's still standing when the holidays are over. Right now, get 300
lOcal minutes of night and weekend calling for only .11 bucks a month. That's a great
rate on the time you call most. Then, weekday calling is only 35c a minute. And there's
no tricky expiration date. Plus,GTE has the most reliable network in the business and
gives you the flexibility to change rate plans as your needs change - no problem.
ASK

Open
Sundays
after
November
29

ABOUT
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GTE Wireless Center
Murray
305 N 121h Street
(502)759-3301
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Twin Lakes Office Products
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SERVICE NOTES
Pvt. Andrew R. Bright recently completed boot camp at the
Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San
Diego, Calif.
Bright, a native of Murray, has
successfully completed 12 weeks
of training designed to challenge
new Marine recruits both physically and mentally.
The training began for Bright
at the Recruit .Depot's infamous
"Yellow Footprints." After the initial haircut, Bright received his
initial issue and started on the
path to become a U.S. Marine.
Throughout the course of the
training, Bright mastered the final
written and practical examinations,
final physical fitness test, qualifithe M-16A2 servcation with
ice rifle, water survival qualification and the Crucible.
In addition to the physical conditioning program, Bright spent
countless hours in classroom and
field assignments which included
learning first aid, uniform regulations, marksmanship, hand-to-hand
combat and assorted weapons training.
He performed close order drill
and operated with his fellow recruits
as a small infantry unit during

JO'S DATEBOOK
•

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Sewing Machine
SALES • SERVICE
Home & Industrial
Over 25 Years Experience

Layaway Now For #171,its
Christmas
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95 Chestnut St., Murray
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A&A AUTO
RENTAL

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

NOW
IN STOCK!
Available in
Infant, Children
and Adult Sizes

The Murray Post Office is getting cards and letters from
the children of Murray and Calloway County ready for Santa
Claus.
In a release from Postmaster Mark Kennedy, he said "children with a Murray mailing address may mail their wish lists
with their name and address in a special box at the Post
Office lobby and the Murray postal employees will rush them
on to Santa so that he can respond on Christmas Eve."
Kennedy said the box will be available between the hours
of 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 10 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. on Saturday through Dec. 22. "Santa always
comes in the day before Christmas Eve and writes a note on
a card for each child that mails him a list and the Murray
postal employees deliver Santa's cards on Christmas Eve,"
Kennedy said.

PVT. ANDREW R. BRIGHT
field training.
Bright and the other recruits
ended the training evolution with
the Crucible, a 54-hour team effort,
problem solving evolution culminating with a ceremony in which
the recruits were presented the
Marine Corps Emblem - the eagle,
globe and anchor - and were
addressed as "Marines" for the
first time.
Bright is the son of Dr. John
R. Bright and Catherine Bright of
Murray.

Call 753-1916 ext. 27 to report a
news tip. you could earn $10!

Vale Development Cutter
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Holland Motor Sales
ratcard.4 513 S. 12th St.
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Calloway Bands' program is tonight
"An Evening of Instrumental Music" will be presented tonight
(Thursday) at 7 p.m. in the Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. Featursd will be the Sixth Grade Band and Seventh and
Eighth Grade Band of Calloway County Middle School and the
Calloway County High School Band. The public is invited to
attend, according to Gary Mullins, director of bands at CCHS.

Heather Dyan Fletcher
and Eric David Jones

Kirksey seniors plan luncheon

Fletcher and Jones
wedding to be Jan. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald C. Fletcher of Paducah announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Heather Dyan Fletcher, to Eric David Jones of Murray, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kevin G.
Jones of Evansville, Ind.
Miss Fletcher is the granddaughter of John E. and Martha Floyd
and the late Janice L. Floyd of Paducah, and the late Cleo Ronald
and Maxine Fletcher of Gallatin, Tenn.
Mr. Jones is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Richard D. Stokes of
Evansville, Ind., and Norman Jones and the late Mildred Jones.
The bride-elect is a 1998 graduate of Murray State University with
a bachelor's degree in psychology. She is employed by Dr. Rilla
Jones M.D.
The groom-elect is attending Murray State University pursuing a
degree in business management. He is employed at Wal-Mart of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, Jan. 2, 1999, at 5 p.m. First Baptist Church of Paducah.

Kirksey Senior Citizens will meet Monday at 11:30 a.m. or a
holiday potluck luncheon at Kirksey United Methodist Church.
Entertainment will be provided by the Murray Middle School
Woodwind Quintet and the Murray Flute Choir, starting at 11:45
a.m. All interested seniors are invited to attend. For more information call 489-6094.
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NARFE Chapter will meet
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter No. 0853 of National Association of Retired Persons will have its Christmas luncheon Friday
at 12:30 p.m. at Green Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North.

.43

DAV party on Friday
Chapter 50 of the Disabled American Veterans will have its
Christmas party Friday at 6 p.m. at the Log Cabin Restaurant,
South 12th Street. This is for all members and guests.

Widows' luncheon Saturday

do

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will
host its Widows' luncheon Saturday at :moon at Sirloin Stockade.
Any person needing transportation call James Prescott, master of
the lodge, at 435-4412.

Oaks Couples plan event
Couples Bridge of the Oaks Country Club will have a Christmas party and bridge play Saturday at 6 p.m. at the club. Hostess will be Eva Morris, phone 753-8584.

Wailing? Engageinei?
Share it with us!
Call 753-1916

753-4461

2-Month Personalized Full Color Photo Calendars

rl

us 12 of your favorite family photos, and well
print up a large 11" x 17"calendar just for you!

Bring

MINNETONKA

Nim you can have a one-of-a-kind personalized caiaidar printed
for you and your family to enjoy. Each photo becomes a giant 8" x
10" color Print on a large 11" x17' ready-to-hang calendar. Makes
a fabulous Christmas gift that lasts all year long.

MOCCASINS

exclusirelyfsynn ...

I2 Photo'

1100 Chestnut
Murray
753-1133

"
•-• ..Calenclar
ONLY
A

C

a 1301 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY 42071

al

$24.95*,

Ak•

(502) 753-7117

Ask about our multiple c,ilendar discount.

gorellit
Ir

MHS schedules finals
Murray High School has released its first semester final exam
schedule. This will be Dec. 16 for periods first and fourth, Dec.
17 for periods second and fifth, and Dec. 18 for periods third and
sixth. Dan Hampton, principal, asked parents to please recognize
that the last three days of the semester are exam days and that
parents nomake students out early for the Christmas break.

F e District No. 5 will meet
noway County Fire District No. 5 will meet Sunday at 3:30
p.m. t the No. 5 station near Kirksey. All residents of the district are urged to attend.

Fire District plans meeting
Calloway County Fire District of Hazel and Harris Grove communities will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Taylor Store substation. All residents of the district are urged to attend.

North council will meet
North Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
.k I I have a special called meeting Monday at noon at the school.
)n the agenda will be grant proposals. The public is invited to
,ittend, according to Margaret Cook, principal.

KEEP OUR ENVIRONMENT CLEAN

PRE INVENTORY SALE
PRICES WILL BE SLASHED ON IN STOCK CARPET & VINYL
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A Bug's Life
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Babe: Pig in the City
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PG 1:25 3:30 7:20 9:20
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The Rugrats Movie
G

OBJECTS ON THE
9.21ferylor7the and ?line/lona/06jech
-

CLAY, FIBER, GLASS, METAL, STONE, WOOD
"on the court square"
113 South Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky

1:10 3:15 7:00

Enemy of the State

CEMOMMEEC:

R

1:00 3:35 7:00 9:40

CARPET & VINYL
STORE, INC.

PG13 1:20 3;20 7:15 9:15
Meet Joe Black
PG13 1:30 7:30

2344 US Hwy. 641 South • Murray, KY
1P2 Mile South of Murray at The "OLD STEAM ENGINES"

I Still know %Slut You Did Last Summer
• R
9:25

hoMf

Selected Items
20
(
Y0 to 40% OIff
Sale ends 12-24-98 ,
Open Sunday 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Now thru the Holidays
Tues.-Fri. 10 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
r-atioond you If by,

found at..

The Flower
!Ades

The Water Boy
403 Chestnut St. • Murray
759-2017
*GIFT CERTIFICATES'

•
•

Matinees Saturday & Sunday Only •
4,
L
amozummumE.
•
••

•
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Hauge has exhibit at library
GLADYS JARRETT
Director
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GRIEF
By Marie Jarrett
I gazed from my window
upon the depth of winter
ice covered vales, hills
frozen creeks, lakes, ponds
cattle tongues cave to salt block
and the huge or lesser stones
in local cemeteries
I watched!
as I gathered wild bird seeds
corn for the squirrels
forced spring bulbs
I learned within me
the inconvincible summer.
ME AND MY MASTER
By Charlie York
I remember when
I was young.
You came and picked me
from all the others
I couldn't believe
You chose me
Yet I was happy and
you were too.
We were very happy
we loved each other.
Then one day
you moved away.
I didn't know where
you had gone.
I was so lonesome
I pined for you.
Ellen you started
visiting me.
Once or twice
a week
You always hugged me
and rubbed my belly.
I'm his dog Ren
Jacob is my Master.

CHRISTMAS '98
BY Wilma Jean Sanders
Thanksgiving is now over
Christmas shopping has begun
I wish I could welcome it
And join the children's fun
I am now a grandma
But I remember as a child
My older sisters came back home
Excitement drove me wild
I remember a red wagon
Santa delivered Christmas Eve
On the porch in a burlap sack
[ban Santa had to leave
We had years with that wagon
Daddy later painted green
He made new tires of fan belts
It since has left the scene
But 'neurones always linger
So let me do my part
To make memories for the children
I must get up and start
FLOWERS OR STONES
By Elizabeth Turner
Why do we judge others so harshly?
As if we have no faults of our

When we have nothing.- better to
do,
And start tossing stones
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of fame came in the eighth grade
when she painted a mural in the
school cafeteria.
Hauge spent 1942-1947 at the
Art Academy of Cincinnati. Ms.
Hauge joined the Murray Art Guild

Office seeks proposals
for business project
The U.S. Small Business Administration's Office of Women's Business Ownership invites private,
not-for-profit organizations to submit applications and proposals
under Program Announcement No.
OWBO-99-012
to
conduct
Women's Business Center Projects.
Funded projects will provide

long-term training and counseling
to women who want to start or
strengthen businesses.
The opening day is Dec. 7 and
the closing date is Feb. 3, 1999.
Award selection is competitive.
For additional information call
the SBA Office of Women's Business Ownership at 1-202-205-6673.

See What Is New At...

-• The Garden Path
753-0508
(Nvrk

New Antique Acerxxviries
For Wyse & Garden

'

United Way

The Murray Ledger & Times, in
an effort to 410W readers how
donatimts to The United Way
of Murray At Calloway Count
are vi,10, will run a series 01
!Iiiniprofiles On member
c,!encies leading up to thc
1999 fund raising campaign.
The Power
"U"
Agency Name:
Murray Calloway County
"kransitional Home
Address:
306 South 5th
Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-9211
Service to Community:
Murray
Calloway
County
Transitional Home: Provides
emergency and transitional shelter for 30 days to homeless persons experiencing a Life Crisis as
the result of fire, spouse/child
abuse, eviction or any reason for
lack of shelter. Counseling and
assistance is provided for re-location to permanent shelter. People
served: 1500 person/days of shelter.
Program Funded by United
Way:
• 1998 Allocation
Executive Director:
Don Hellkernp
The Murray Ledger & Times

en Location.
1608 Hu" 121N.
By-pan
(Next to Curves
For Women

Red Tag
Sale

20% OFF
St More

SUBSCRIBE

Evelyn Wallis, Owner

We should be tossing flowers
Instead of tossing stones.
We can't know all about another
All about how they spend each
hour.
So we start tossing stones;
When we should be tossing flow-

" FIN IIN JEWELERS
.47

a Christlb. Host-

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Dec. 8 have
been released as billows:
Newborn admission
Bonner baby boy. mother,
Martha Booth. Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Ada Butler, Almo;
Mrs Sonja Allison Richey and baby
boy, Nortonville:
Miss Rosemary Diane McWane
and Mrs Heather Dawn Castleberry. Hardin, Jack Wallace Driggels, Buchanan, Fenn..
Raymond M. Bendel, Hamlin;
Herman I. Foster, Hazel; Mrs.
Ovilee Moore, Benton;
Mrs. Polly D. Brandon, Kenneth Brent Armstrong, Ms. Ethel
S. Lewis, Mrs. Mary Kathryne
Cain, Miss Abby Nicole Pittman,
Ms. Virginia Ann Eldridge,
Willis Joe Glover, Mrs. Patricia
Gale Hughes, and Mrs. Marcia
Diane Brandon, all of Murray.

CROMWELL HAUGE

in 1967. She has had other exhibits
at the Art Guild, Chamber 04
Commerce, and Hilliard Lyons
Cromwell hesitates when asked
about her favorite piece. "They
are all my children," she says.
"They all look different." she
explains, "but they all look like
me." She admits that the chrysanthemums in pitcher painting is her
first successful watercolor. Hauge
refers to the success as a "happy
accident."
Some of Hauge's pieces are
displayed in several homes and
businesses in the area, as well as
New Zealand, Belize, New Mexico, and Memphis,
The exhibit is available for viewing during regular library hours
throughout December. Refreshments will be served at the artist's
afternoon reception on Sunday.

.0W11.

MURRAY ROTARY CLUB

A Life-Changing Weight Loss Program.
COMING SOON To THE... YMCA

Would Like To Thank These
Rotary Telethon Sponsors

753-0228

ers

;ons will
Stockade.
naster of

MCCH REPORTS

\

<!I-P

Please remember these businesses and professional services when
you shop this holiday season and in 1999. They are the ones who
support our schools, churches and civic organizations.
Thanks and Happy Holidays
Murray Rotary Club

Ask For Brenda

FINLEI" JEWEI RS

HSI.El. JEW ELERS

Cj.71.

GOB#913001

FINLEY JEWELERS

MI KINK IMICIALIIIVIT

.rs from
Nr Santa

HOW CIS Would !MAC d life Mich
better
A tossed flower can't break a hone.
We should try to make life much
better.
Toss flowers as we go along
Not be so critical of others.
And spend our time tossing stones.

Will Soon Close In Murray Forever

GUARANTEED
SAVINGS!

WALL-TO-WALL CLEARANCE

STORE CLOSING SALE
Retirement of Frank Finley

NOTHING
HELD BACK.
We have made the decision to retire and
close our doors forever at Finley
Jewelers in Murray. We have emptied
our safes and have marked our complete
inventory for Tota)Liquidation. Nothing
will be held back! All prices are plainly
marked at just pennies on the dollar.
Our entire family would like to thank
you for your many years of patronage
and we look forward to seeing you
during the Retirement - Store Closing
Sale at Finley Jewelers in the Central
Shopping Center in Murray.

Shop This
Friday
9 to 6
Saturday
9 to 6
Sunday
1 to 5

ETIMICIIPAC I

OK

Writers• Potpourri will be Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
This is open to all interested
.writers, according to Gladys Jarrett, director, who has released
some of the poems written by
participants as follows:
FOR GOD SO
LOVED THE WORLD
By Linda M. Siebold
A baby boy was born one night
To save the world from sin.
To save all who accept Him-Who let Him enter in.
The only Son of god was He
Born that exceptional night
About two thousand years ago
To save us from our plight.
On Jesus we are to believe.
And live the Way He taught,
Then when our earthly tasks are
done
We'll join The One we've sought.

I
artist Cromwell Hauge
is displaying a retrospective exhibit at the Calloway County Public
Library throughout December. A
reception will be Sunday from
1:30 to 4 p.m. in the meeting
room.
Hauge.s exhibit, composed of
oil, pastel, and watercolor pieces,
is only a portion of her complete
collection. The current exhibit contains both old and new works by
Hauge.
Displayed are depictions of
flowers, landscapes, buildings, and
portraits. Some pieces in the exhibit are owned by private individuals and are on loan for the show.
Other works are available for sale.
Cromwell has been painting
since the third grade. She says,
"Painting is a challenge and I've
loved it ever s.nce. Her first taste

90 Days Same as Cash • Up to 36 Months to Pay
‘TrH VPRi

c'Pteeef- featete,14
GOLD 0. DIAMONDS
Central Shopping Center
Next to the old Wal-Mart Building
Murray • 502-753-9959

Fixtures &
Furnishings
To Be Sold
FA'7116

JEW Lillis

JEWEI.EKS

4gP

VO

H"sl.I.1 JE1VITERS

Adam's Construction
Allison Photography
Auto Insurance Network
Automated Direct Mail
Belcher Oil
Best Western Racer Inn
Big Apple Cafe
Blalock Coleman Funeral Home
Boone Cleaners Inc.
Cain's Chrysler Jeep-Eagle, Inc.
Calloway County Schools
Carroll Tire & Wheel Alignment
Carol Block & Associates
Casa Del Sol
Century 21-Loretta Jobs Realtors
J.H Churchill Funeral Home
C.A. Block & Associates
Cleaver Construction
Country Crossroads Restaurant
Crank's Tire & Auto
Crass Furniture
Crouse Auto Brokers
Courtney Vision Center
Cunningham Auto Repair
CVS Pharmacy
D & T Foods
Darnell Appraisal & Consulting
Data Technologies, Inc.
Dean Foods Inc.
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods
Family Practice Associates
Farm Bureau Insurance
Fitts Block and Ready Mix
Dr. Wendy Gibson, Optometry
Grey's Properties
Happy Holiday Travel
Have Mop Will Travel
Haverstock, Bell & Pitman, Attorneys
Haverstock & Suiter Insurance
Don Henry State Farm Insurance
Heritage Monument
Heskett Chiropractic Center
Hilliard Lyons, Inc.
Hoffman's'Nursery & Greenhouse
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank
Howe 8c Melton LLP & CPA's
HRH Dumplins
HT Marketing
Hurt & Jones Law Office
Hutson Farm Equipment
Insurance Center of Murray
Judy's of Murray, Florist
Kopperud Realty
Lassiter Plasiter
Mark Blankenship, Attorney at Law

McGee Termite & Pest Control
Merle Norman
MicroAge Computers
Miller Funeral Home
Mr. Gatti's Pizza
MSU-College of Fine Arts
Murray Appliance
Murray Auto Auction
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Murray Electrip System
Murray Insurance Agency
Murray Lumber Company
Murray/Mayfield Cablecomm
Murray Mold & Die
Murray Paving
Murray Plaza Court
Murray Supply Company
Murray Woman's Clinic
Bob Nanney Insurance
NAPA
Office Extras, Inc.
Orscheln's Farm & Home Store
Owen's Food Market
Pagliai's
Parker Ford
Peel & Holland, Inc.
Peoples Bank of Murray
Primary Care Medical Center
Printing Services & Supplies
Rolling Hills Nursery
Sears
Servall Termite & Pest Control
Sirloin Stockade
Southern States Cooperative
Starks Brothers Mobile Homes
Steele & Allbritten
Swift Roofing Inc.
Taylor Bus Sales, Inc
Terrapin Station
T & M General Contracting
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet'
The Place
The Gallery
Thornton Heating & Air
Thornton Tile & Marble
Thurman Furniture
Twin Lakes Office Supply
Union Planters Bank
United Commonwealth Bank
Vintage Rose Emporium
Wee Care
William's Radiator & Glass, Inc.
Woodcrafters Galleries
Woodmen of the World - James Dale Parker •

Proceeds this year went to
Big Brothers & Big Sisters
of Murray & Calloway County.
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Dancing in Nashville
Murray native to be part of ballet production
School of Nashville Ballet student and Murray resident Alissa
Volp will dance in Nashville Ballet's upcoming production of Nutcracker at Tennessee Performing
Arts Center's Jackson Hall. Over
12,000 spectators are expected to
attend.
Alissa is the daughter of Brenda and Bob Volp and is a sophomore at Murray High School. As
one of Nutcracker's Youth Cast
members, she will dance as a

mouse and a Russian lady. The
Nashville Symphony accompanies
_
the elaborate production,
"One of the most important
facets of studying dance with
School of Nashville Ballet is the
opportunity to rehearse and perform
with our professional
dancers," said School Director
Susan Tolle. "Mr. and Mrs. Volp's
support of their daughter and Alissa's commitment to dance is truly
phenomenal. They travel to our
studios four times each week. Per-

forming at TPAC will be one of and Clara is entertained by amazthe highlight's of her year and an ing dancers from distant lands.
incredible experience for her."
Nashville Ballet is performing
The story of Nutcracker centers on Clara, a young girl who, Nutcracker at Tennessee Performafter receiving a magician's gift ing Arts Center on Dec.18 at 8
of a Nutcracker doll, has a fan- p.m., Dec.19 at 2 and 8 p.m., and
tastic dream of the Kingdom of Dec. 20 at 2 and 7 p.m.
the Snowflakes and toy soldiers
Ticket prices range from $15
battling mice that have stolen her
to
$35. They may be purchased
precious gift.
In her dream Clara travels to through Ticketmaster at 255-ARTS
the Land of the Sweets, where the (2787). For group discounts (10
beautiful Sugar Plum Fairy rules or more tickets) call 292-5076.

ALISSA VOLP

The Secret Garden'continues at Playhouse in the Park
"The Secret Garden" by Frances
Hodgson Burnett is now being
offered at Murray's Playhouse in

the Park.
The play is about an orphan
who is sent to live in a lonely

house on the Yorkshire moors and
who discovers an invalid cousin
and a mysterious locked garden

there.
The play is presented in two
acts. The first act introduces the

Every Friday Night

B-1-NaG-0

* COUNTRY HAMS *

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

HOME CURED by David Riley
Authentically salt-cured & hickory smoked the
old fashioned way for full-bodied, yet mellow
flavor, because it's aged almost a full year!
Place Holiday Orders Now!
Toll Free 1-888-780-8270
Local (502) 759-6128

New Location - 121 North

•04

(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Doubts Bingo Pays
50%, 75% and 90%

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week

•

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club • License #0181

P.O. Box 724, Murray, KY 42071

orphan, Mary Lennox, and explains
her background and the conditions
at Misselthwaite Manor where she
has come to live. The second act
brings the young invalid cousin,
Colin Craven, into the play and
tells the story of the locked, secret
garden.
Mary is quite contrary until she
is given permission by her uncle
and guardian, Archibald Cravid,
to cultivate the earth in the garden. Along the way, she meets
her invalid cousin Colin and findshim to be very spoiled and illhumored.
The two sullen children are
closed up in the gloomy old manor
until the locked garden captures
their imaginations and they become

involved in bringing beauty back
to the manor garden.
"The Secret Garden" is a portrayal of reawakening spirits that
thrill and rejuvenate the cousins
who have both been afraid to live
and love.
To experience the magic being
brought to the stage at Playhouse
in the Park this holiday season,
make arrangements to see the play
during its closing weekend Dec.
11 - 13.
There Will be 8 p.m. performances on both Dec. 11 and 12,
with a matinee presentation scheduled for Dec. 13. Call the Playhouse at 759-1752 for tickets and
information.

Adorable Teddy Bear
OrnamentGift Box
FREE!
With Purchase of
Diamond Stud
Earrings

19'29
,malt

Large

Promotairiii/

1/4 Carat'

"The Difference Is.

Special- frosty

Ornament Gff
With
Your Choice of
Solid Gold & Diamond

•

SWAN'

YOUR AIEWS AND SPORTS

SCORF1 CAti

753-19/6
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Lea er-Bacii or Diamond
Butter( Lir Earring,

1/2 Carat'

$149
BOOK REVIEW

Solitaires
One Big

arat*

The "Duke" or "Duchess"

Your Choice
1/2 Carat

$799

IrtilrIN•ndelithe Cert:fled

Roicut

Round or
Princess Cut
Your Choice
Carat
1/2

$799

RtNi,ette Diamond,
Iwo Carats*

Thelma
Louise
or Starbright
Your Choice
One Big Carat*

per month

James Willis' book is the first to present a comprehensive history of the Arkansas Confederates in the
Western Theater. This he does by presenting the regimental history of the 9th Arkansas Volunteer
Infantry as a unifying strand that is representative of
the Arkansas Confederate experience in the Western
Theater. After crossing the Mississippi in August
1861, the 9th Arkansas fought in the Western
Theater until its surrender as a part of the Army of Tennessee in May 1865.
During the course of the Civil War, the 9th Arkansas met or fought with almost
every other Arkansas Confederate unit present in the Western Theater. In May
1864, the 9th Arkansas joined with four other Arkansas regiments, some of
which had already been consolidated, to form an all-Arkansas brigade under
the command of Brig. Gen. Daniel Harris Reynolds.
Accordingly, Willis divides his history into two parts; the first part focuses on
the 9th Arkansas, and part two covers Reynolds' Arkansas Brigade. This book,
exceeding 800 pages in length, will include 18 photographs, 12 maps, an annotated roster of the 9th Arkansas Regiment, and index. The text will be bound in
a hardback cloth cover and protected by a dustjacket.

Famous Christmas

Dream Ring

515 per month

One $399

Carat'

Marquise Cut

Thelma

Brought 7b You Each Week By..,

1/4 Carat

$399
1/2
Carat

• es! Diamond

Bracelets

Your Choice 3 Great
One Big Carat. Styles!

HM1110)111 1:411111,

Eternity Band
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"499

BOOK-N-CARD 44/
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0 Bridal Sets
"Regina"
available in
White Gold

Traditional

Gielief!

_

Carat'199

1899

1/2 $a99

Carat' —x
One Carat'

$57 per month

999

Our Best Seller!
Large Center Marquise with rounds
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PC //ail //

"Vera II"
One arat'

Re..i I Set
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1.///:,,:s
•
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,
5299 '29
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Double Row
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S34 per month
Pnncess Cut center &
Channel Set sides

"Katrina
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umeortd Stud Earnugs
O 1(4 Carat' I /3 Carat'

Saturday, December 12
1-3 p.m.
•

Your Choice
1/4 Carat*
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Arkansas Confederates in
the Western Theater
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''999
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"Chandra"
1/2 Carat'

Biggest Selection-Biggest Savings

71e4411
-I Love You"
Auniversary Band
1/2 Carat'

By: Dr. James Willis
Murray State University

Lifetime Guarantee!
1/4 Carat'

'599
$15 per month

Brilliant Cut diamonds on wide :old band

-4114104r—
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Hall Mirror
With
Storage

$19900

Oak or Cherry
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Plush Pad-Over Ottoman
With All Embracing
Comfort

and 12,
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Leather/Mate Comfort
With Plush Back
and Arms

Oak & Cherry Finish
All Wood

Cedar Chest
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Oak Finished

Gun Cabinets
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'Pictures
•Mirrors
'Greenery
•Florals

Roll Top Desk

Flat Top Desk & Hutch

Cireat Buy On

Mattress Sets

Table & 4
Chairs

Beautiful Oak Table
W/Matching Bowback Chairs

Designed For Today's Lifestyle
Twin, Full or Queen
Many Styles & Fabrics To Choose From

00
$399
As Low As

ODCISAFTERS p6i

Ar

Open Mon.-Fri.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

GALLERIES

759-4522
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64111 DISCOUNT
BUILDING SUPPLY
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY • 502-753-7229
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7-5; Sat. 7-12

FAIL P7ifigt111

M NESSEN

aims VIEIVir-/FswiEE//mw;s7r
•Monessen's vent-free insert offers you the irresistible charm of an open fire
with the efficiency of a room heater. Monessen's insert provides supplemental
heat with none of the hassles of wood, but with an appearance so realistic,
you'll swear you're watching the real thing.

Dec.10thru Dec.17
OSB SHEATING
$5.99
$7.29
$9.95

1/4"4x8
7/16' 4x8
5/8" 4x8

TREATED LUMBER
2x4x8'
2x6x12'
5/4x6x12

$2.49
$5.99
$4.39

$5.39

4x4x8'

2x2x42" Ballusters .990
7/16x4x8 Lattice .$6.99

$2.99
WINDOW CLEARANCE
Landscape Timbers
*MOSTLY NEW*
*SALVAGE*
*DAMAGED*

MONESSEN GAS LOGS& FIREPLACES
•Design Certified for Safety and
Performance by AGA
•Environmentally Clean and Safe
•Manual,Thermostat or Millivolt Control

Sold Exclusively At:

*CLAD WOOD*
*VINYL*
*CHEAP*

COME PICK OUT A WINDOW OR TWO OR MORE!
AND MAKE AN OFFER WE CAN'T REFUSE.

•High Fuel Efficiency
-Provides Supplemental or
Zone Heating
.Requires No Electricity To Operate

SUPPLY COMPANY

206E.
Main

Inc.

$.1,1 040,20

753-3361

I
10All

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS!
NO ORE BENDING!
Rakes and Pias

50-75°h OFF RETAIL!
LARGEST SELECTION ever of GIFT GIVING IDEAS.
EVERYTHING that you would LOOK FOR in your
FAVORITE DEPARTMENT STORE.

50%-75%
OFF
All Christmas
Decorations
- Including Trees,
Lights & Stands

crbi
-

Piclk-Ur7
Flake

s24)./3/3
Sold in this area, at..

Assorted
6x9 Oriental
Rugs

9.9
Just Arrived!
Men's Blue
Jeans
$10.00

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
"Your Hometown Hardware Store"
206 E. \lain St.• NIturra
753-3361

TOYS,
TOYS,
and more
TOYS!
for all ages!

New Thaws 4eR/v44'e 494/1Y /*avows &maw Iimitrort Rfahvots. OWEN ANN Stmts. SOAAS.
loviseirs 1,140604Rws, ORFISSIRS, CHEST Of DRAWERS Awe Motif/ MORE/

PRICE CUTTER
SALVAGE II LIQUIDATORS

Extended Holiday Hours: Mon.-Thur.9-8, Fri.-Sal. 9-9, Sun. 11-6
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BCS solves
national
championship
puzzle -- not!

ratt.

All hail to the Bowl Championship Series!
Southeastern Conference Commissioner Roy Kramer -- chairman of the BCS committee -and his cronies have come up
with the perfect system to decide
college football's national champion.
The BCS' choice of No. 1
Tennessee against No. 2 Florida
State in the Tostito's Fiesta Bowl
is the perfect title game matchup.
College football has finally
solved all of its problems when
putting together the national
championship puzzle.
Baloney.
All of the above is what the
powers that be in college football want you to think.
The truth is, they simply got
lucky.
Tennessee is the undisputed
No. 1 team -- by virtue of its
unblemished record. But after that,
things are open for debate.
Teams with one loss -- i.e. Ohio
State, Kansas State, Arizona - have a beef with the BCS.
In fact, so does unbeaten
Tulane, who's been left out of
the national championship picture altogether.
Is any of this right?
No, it's not!
Every one of these teams
deserve their chance at a national championship. And the only
way to do that is with a playoff system.
The BCS got extremely lucky
because it came within a botched
call and a touchdown from having three unbeaten, untied teams.
UCLA was knocked out of
the running on a questionable
fumble late in the game, which
eventually resulted in the gamewinning touchdown by Miami.
Kansas State's dream of a
national title was squelched on
a Texas A & M touchdown in
overtime, after the Wildcats were
held to a field goal on their last
possession.
But suppose both teams had
stayed unbeaten. There would be
even more questions for the BCS
than there are now.
Did the Bruins really deserve
to. be in the championship game
with a defense that gave up 400plus yards in total offense to the
Hurricanes?
Some also say that K-State's
schedule was unworthy of a
national championship team.
While all of that may be true,
any team that goes undefeated
in any sport is deserving of at
least a chance to prove themselves worthy or unworthy.
And what about Tulane?
Well, it's true that they are
not a traditional national football power by any means. And
their schedule leaves a bit to be
desired.
But, the fact remains, they
are still'unbeaten! They deserve
the chance to prove themselves
-- just like - everyone else.
Which brings me back to a
national playoff.
I know what you're think III See Page 12
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Watts indicted in fata/ UK crash

SOMERSET, Ky. (AP) — Former University of Kentucky football player Jason Watts was indicted on charges stemming from a
crash last month that killed two
men.
A Pulaski County grand jury
Wednesday charged Watts with two
counts of second-degree manslaughter and one count of wanton endangerment in a Nov. 15 crash that
killed UK football transfer Arthur
Steinmetz and Eastern Kentucky
University student Scott Brock.
Brock was a close friend of Kentucky's star quarterback, Tim
Couch.
Watts, 21, is accused of wantonly causing the death of Stein-

metz and Brock and wantonly
engaging in conduct that endangered another motorist, according
to acting Commonwealth's Attorney Eddy Montgomery.
According to police, Steinmetz
and Brock were passengers in
Watts' truck when the vehicle went
out of control and overturned on
a rural highway near Somerset.
Watts, who was driving, was
legally drunk, as were Steinmetz
and Brock, police said.
Montgomery said Watts' truck
almost hit another vehicle shortly
before the crash.
Watts, of Oviedo, Fla., has left
school and returned to his home
in Florida.

, If convicted, Watts laces a penalty of five to 10 years in prison
for each manslaughter count and
one to five years imprisonment on
the wanton endangerment count.
Among the witnesses who
appeared before the grand jury
Wednesday were UK football players Omar Smith, Jimmy Haley,
Paul McGonagle and Michael
Beirne. They refused to discuss their
testimony.
Smith was shot in the buttocks
by Watts in 1997 as the two handled a rifle outside the house they
shared. Two hours after the shooting, Watts' blood-alcohol level was
0.129 percent, according to police.
Watts initially was charged with

first-degree assault, but charges later some railroad tracks nearby and
were reduced to unlawful discharge was hit by a train, police said.
of a weapon.
Jim Haney and his wife, Helen
McGonagle was Watts' room- Haney, also appeared before the
mate and was among a group of grand jury.
football players who made reguHaney has been charged with
lar trips to an apple orchard near five counts of serving alcohol after
Somerset, said Ann Haney, of legal hours and three ci unts Of
Haney's Appledale Farm.
serving to minors in connection with
Watts, Brock and Steinmetz were Clore's death. He plans to plead
on their way to the orchard when innocent, said David Van Horn,
the fatal crash occurred.
Haney's lawyer.
Beirne was with Watts and three
Haney had planned to ietuse to
other UK students drinking at Lex- testify Wednesday in Pulaski Counington bar owner Jim Haney's ty because of the Lexington :barges.
home before a UK student was He agreed to testily because the
killed by a train early Nov. 6. jury did not want to ask him anyChad Alan Clore, 20, was drunk thing related to those charges. Van
when he left Haney's,stumbled onto Horn said.

Clemens still on block;
Canseco to Devil Rays
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
The Roger Clemens chase will go into the
weekend. Jose Canseco and Benito Santiago
didn't wait that long to leave the Toronto
Blue Jays.
Santiago agreed Wednesday to a $2 million, one-year contract with the Chicago Cubs,
while Canseco agreed to sign with the Tampa
Bay Devil Rays.
While they were free agents, Toronto general manager Gord Ash kept up Clemens trade
talks and said one team has made an acceptOle offer — although the Blue Jays haven't
accepted it.
By mentioning the offer, Ash increased
Roger Clemens still remains on the
trading block, and Toronto General manager Gord Ash said one team has made
an acceptable offer.

Lady Racers to
be shorthanded
vs. Saint Louis
Sieve, Batman out
for first home game
of season Saturday

pressure on other teams to raise their offers
for the five-time Cy Young Award winner.
"I have an offer from a club that from a
player point of view satisfies our needs.- Ash
said. "What I've suggested to that club is
that they get guidance from Rope'•s representatives on how they should proceed from
there.".
It was believed that the offer &in i come
from one of the top three contenders — the
New York Yankees, Texas and Houston —
and that Ash was dealing with a team he
wasn't sure Clemens would accept.
"I guess what I'm directing that club to
do is make sure they qualify," Ash said. "They
had a lot of questions for me that I couldn't answer."
The most likely candidate to fit that description is Cleveland, although it's possible that
it could be Baltimore or a National I.eague
111 See Page 12

Couch knows
Heisman may
pass him by
By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — In a year without Ricky Williams, this might have been the
play that sealed the Heisman Tropti for Kentucky's Tim Couch.
With the Wildcats leading Mississippi State
30-29 in the fourth quarter Nov. 7 and Couch
playing with a sprained throwing thiimb. the
Kentucky quarterback took the snap on thirdand-goal from the Bulldogs 6 and etreated
under heavy pressure.
Hit at the 22, falling to the turf, he lofted
a rainbow across his body to the left corner
of the end zone, where the hall was caught
by a leaping Craig Yeast.

games," MSU coach Eddie Fields
said. "If we sit her out Saturday
that will keep her from re-aggravating it."
Also, forward Brandi Batman
may be lost for the season with
an anterior cruciate ligament injury
in her left knee. Fields said Batman was to undergo an MRI examination Wednesday.
"She hurt it last week in practice," Fields said. "She was going
to be an excellent inside player
for us.
"It's unfortunate, but we're treating it as a positive because since
she only played in five games she
will still have four years left to
play here," he added.
MSU (1-6) finally gets its first

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Murray State's Lady Racers will
be somewhat shorthanded for Saturday's game against Saint Louis,
their first of the season at home
after seven road games.
Junior guard Shana Sieve, who
started the first six games, will
likely sit out because of a groin
injury. Sieve averages 5.6 points
per game.
"We'll try to rest Shana Saturday and get her healthy because
it's more important to get her well
for the Ohio Valley Conference III See Page 12

II See Page 12
Kentucky quarterback Tim ..ouch says
the Heisman Trophy will probably go
to Texas running back Ricky Williams.

Boxing great Moore dead at age 84
By BERNIE WILSON
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Durable
in the ring, charismatic and somewhat mysterious outside it, Archie
Moore left a remarkable legacy.
Moore died Wednesday at age
84, remembered as much for being
a great person as a great boxer.
He won the light-heavyweight
title at age 39 and had a record
141 knockouts. He knocked down
undefeated heavyweight Rocky
Mateciano before losing, and was

nearly 50 and just months from
retirement when he lost to Muhammad Ali.
Known for his ready smile and
his knee-length boxing trunks,
Moore also had a soft spot for youth,
having spent,22 months in a reformatory. He ,spent his retirement
cautioning young buys to stay away
from drugs and set up a mentoring program to help disadvantaged
youth.
President Eisenhower once invited Moore to the White House to

join a group fighting juvenile delinquency.
Eisenhower aides quoted the
president as saying Moore should
be a congressman. "Are you a
Republican or a Democrat?" Eisenhower said.
"Neither,":"Moore said "with • a
laugh. "I'm a diplomat."
Moore was clearly one of a
kind.
"There wasn't anything about
him that wasn't unusual or fun."
longtime boxing publicist Bill

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

Limousine SerVitt

Specializing in Dean
and General Tires

Weddings• Anniversaries
Bachelor/Bachelorette Parties •Proms
Birthdays•Club Tours•Airport Runs

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

762-0000
CALL TODAY 901-247-3965

'

EA

Owner
Ronnie Melvin

401 N. 4th St.

Caplan said. "Everything was mysterious. He created his own mystique. He never needed a publicist to make himself colorful."
Even his modest/San Diego home
had a unique touch — a swimming pool shaped like a boxing
glove. .
"My dad lived a good life and
we're not sad." his son, Billy, said.
"We know he's gone home to be
with the Lord and we rejoice in
that."
Moore's 27-year career began

well before World War Ii and last
ed into the television age.
Moore retired at 49 in 1963
after a career considered one of
the most amazing examples of
longevity in sports.
He held the light heavyw
-eiglit
title for 11 years. knoLking out
141 opponents in 228 bouts. Other
sources list his knockou; total at
145, while others say it was 129.
He ended his career with 194 victories. 26 losses and eight draws.

Custom Cabinets
Woodworking
•Kitchen Cabinets
'Office Furniture &
& Vanities
Entertainment Centers
•Solid Surface Countertops

502-759-9672
301 Andrus Drive• Murray

•
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Jane Rogers Ins.
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'See me lot ati your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
inext to Century 21)
ttttt 1•••1

753-9627
ike a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm insurance Companies
Home °More Bloomington, Illinois
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL

54

Wednesday's Scores
EAST
Brown 68, Holy Cross 52
Connecticut 59, Massachusetts
Hartford 89, New Hampshire 72
Manst 80, American U. 57
Northeastern 61, St. Peter's 55
Pnnceton 68, Bucknell 27
Seton Hall 68, viiianova.55
St. John's 73, Pittsburgh 52
Vermont 73, Yale 62
West Virginia 73, Syracuse 59
Wisconsin 63, Temple 56
SOUTH
Bethune-Cookman 71, Stetson

South Alabama 43, Colorado St.
40
MIDWEST
Bradley 63, Penn St 54
Detroit 60, Cent Michigan 51
Kent 119, St. Joseph's, Ind. 54
Michigan 86, E Michigan 63
Missouri 89, Ark.-Pine Bluff 33
Nebraska 76, Creighton 60
SW Missouri St 80. Long Beach
St. 52
Toledo 74, Xavier 67
SOUTHWEST
Rice 83. Louisiana College 51
Texas A&M 69, Tulane 63
FAR WEST
Nevada 94, San Diego St. 75
San Jose St. 59. Sacramento St.

65
Charleston Southern 61, S. Carolina St. 58
Duke 116, Flonda 86
Furman 68, Mercer 67

56
Southern Cal 79, Loyola Marymount 43
Utah 87 Weber St 74
Wyoming 67, Colorado 66

BRANDON CD WORLD
121 By Pass • Murray, Kentucky
753-5315 • 1-800-455-5315

y.

ersV,

Sales Staff
Jim Suiter• Tripp Purdom •G.T Brandon
Randy Brandon •Janice Asbridge
Why not give a gift certificate for an oil
change from our Service Department
for Chnstmas999

F31_1Ir

Murray Lodges 592, 728, 827,970 & 971

Woodmen of the World

Cbristmas ramitv Nit
Saturday, December 19, 1998
M.S.U. Curris Center Ballroom
6:00 P.M.
(Doors will not open til 5:45)

Family * Fun * Food
Santa Claus will be making an appearance
that evening and hope all of our Woodmen
Murray Members can come out to the
Woodmen Christmas Family Night. Please
be sure to contact one of the following with
the number of people planning to attend
before December 14, 1998.
,

Final score: Kentucky 37, Mississippi State 35, a key win in 7-4
Kentucky's run to the Jan. 1 Outback Bowl, its first New Year's
Day appearance in nearly half a
century.
As a college quarterback, Couch
has it all: height (6-foot-5), arm
strength, poise and a long list of
passing records. He is one of four
finalists invited to New York for
Saturday's Heisman ceremony.
However, in a year when Williams of Texas broke Tony Dorsett's career rushing record, the
junior from the eastern Kentucky
mountain town of Hyden agrees
with those who expect his 400
completions in 553 attempts, 4,275
yards passing and 36 touchdowns
to be judged unworthy of the Heisman.
"I think it's pretty much over,"
he said. "I think they're going to
give it to Williams because he got
the record, had a great year and a
great career. I'm just going to go
enjoy it. This is a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to go meet these guys,
go see New York and the Downtown Athletic Club and have a
good time."
Couch has been tagged the savior of Kentucky football since he
set national passing records at Leslie County High School in the mid1990s and chose Kentucky over
some of the nation's top football
programs.
In 1997, Couch blossomed un- From Page 11
der first-year coach Hal Mumme
and his pro-style passing attack. team, possibly the New York Mets
Couch set Southeastern Conference or maybe even Colorado or Atlanta.
records for attempts, completions
"The calls today have been a litand passing yardage and led Ken- tle less frequent. I don't have a reatucky to its first win over Alabama son for that," Ash said. "1 would
in 75 years. He finished ninth in the say from the lack of conversation,
Heisman voting.
this is going to drag into the weekThis year, he set personal bests end, for sure."
in nearly every passing category,
The (Baltimore) Sun reported
threw for more than 300 yards in today that the Orioles are offering a
every game and engineered the package of at least three players Wildcats' first road win over a a left-handed reliever, believed to
ranked team in two decades, a 39- be Arthur Rhodes, along with sec36 upset at LSU. Outback Bowl of- ond baseman Jerry Hairston and
ficials said Couch was the main third baseman Ryan Minor.
reason they picked Kentucky to
Ash said the team that made an
play in its first Jan. I bowl since acceptable proposal didn't cOntact
him Wednesday and that he talked
with only two clubs.
One of those was Texas. Rangers general manager Doug Melvin,
who traveled to Toronto and talked
with Ash for 90 minutes on Tuesday, met with him again in the
morning.
"I even paid for breakfast," Ash
said.
. Money is an aspect of the Clemens negotiations, too. He has
salaries of $5 million next year and
$6.35 million in 2000, and Toronto
owes $5 million in deterred money
Want performance
from the first two seasons of the
from an affordable scope?
deal, which currently guarantees a
Silver Antler riflescopes
minimum 'of $31.5 million over
feature exclusive High Definition
four years.
optics with a 30(30 reticle to
Clemens, who lives in Houston,
provide a high degree of
is convinced Toronto won't conresolution and edge-to-edge
tend and asked to be traded closer
sharpness. They're solid
to home or to a contender. When he
performers and they're affordably
signed with the Blue Jays after the
priced! It doesn't get much better
1996 season, Toronto agreed to
than this.
comply it he ever asked for a trade.

Performs More.
Costs Less.
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Linda Fain 489-2577 or
Ann Spann 753-3508

P'14.11.4y

5.I2th Street. Slarro. KY 42071
Plbsonr i50121 759-5711 • Mon.-Sat. 110.5

615-1

This looks to be the biggest and best yet!

Dixieland Center • Murray {502)767.9744

Dollies Presents
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Sports
BRIEFS

Members of the local U-12 boys' soccer team "The Fire"
show of their first place ribbons after winning the Murray
Soccer Association's under-12 boys' tournament championship in overtime. The team was also U-12 regular season
champs. Team members are (front, from left) Scott Aldridge,
Heath Towery, Justin Alexander, John Harris and Matt Butterworth; (middle, from left) Carl Benson, Ryan Stanger,
Blake Trew, Taylor Thieke, Tyler Geib, Justin Arnold and
Josh Cornett; (back, from left) Brenton Bailey, Michael Sicbold, coach Russell Johnson, equipment manager Ryan
Burger and coach Larry Geib.

IIIClemens... IlLady Racers...

- 24,900
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98GMC Jimmy 23,900
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1952.
But this was also a grim season
for Couch — his best friend from
Hyden, Scott Brock, was killed in a
Nov. 15 truck crash along with
Kentucky transfer football player
Arthur Steinmetz. Authorities say
the driver, Wildcats staning center
Jason Watts, was drunk at the time
of the wreck.
Now, with Williams the He'sman favorite, the big question -is
whether Couch is headed for the
NFL after the Outback. The quarterback said he will wait until January to make a decision. •
"I might want to just come back
and do it again next year," he said.
"It's been a lot of fun. I just don't
know where l'iYabat right now. I've
still got a little more information to
gather about where I'll be going if!
do leave and all kinds of little
things that."
•
Mumme and NFL scouts agree
Couch could use another year of
seasoning.
"I think that most good football
minds, and I've talked to several of
them — 1 mean people who have
won Super Bowls — would tell
him to stay," Mumme said, citing
the cases of Peyton Manning, who
returned to Tennessee for his senior
season, and Ryan Leaf, who left
Washington State after his junior
season.
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From Lyon Co., Kentucky
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From Page 11
chance to play 111 the Regional Special Events Center Saturday when
St. Louis(6-1) visits for a 7 p.m. tipoll.
"Our schedule has been awfully
brutal, but being away from home
so much hopefully puts us in a
comfort zone to be on the road for
the rest of the season," Fields said.
Murray State lost its first six
games before taking an 87-73 Ohio
Valley Conference win over Morehead State Monday night.
"We needed a win to gain a little
confidence," Fields said. "We're
getting better and it's looking very
positive."
Fields changed his starting
lineup against Morehead, inserting
Monika Gadson and going with a
two-guard set instead of three.
The extra site paid oft for Murray State as the Lady Racers outrebounded Morehead 52-31. Gadson
scored 24 points and pulled down
13 rebounds while Danelle Watts
had 14 points and 18 rebounds.
Fields said he will stay with that
starting alignment against St.
Louis.
"We felt like we could hurt Morehead on the boards, and we did,"
he said. "We had 21 offensive rebounds, Si) that lineup change was
pretty ettective for us.
"Even though we lost at Eastern
Kentucky, I thought it was the
game where we started playing together as a team, and then we had
19 assists at Morehead," Fields
added. "Early on, our turnovers
were way up there and our assists
were down, and that indicates that
people aren't looking (or each
other. II you do start looking for
each other during games, then
you'll have some assists."
Shooting and defense are other
areas where the Lady Racers have

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY.•(502)674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Owner. DWAIN WARREN
c_rrp etP y EreJea InOulog Conuete
Ni Pre Fab Carpenter Buis

A. 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
El. 12' footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolls in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. *1 studds. 16"
0.C.
G. 7 1/16" Blandex
undersiding
H. Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

All OualRy

I. Self-supporting x
trusted rafters 2 ft
0.C.
J. 1/2 plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingic
L. Overhang covered
PA Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2.4 fascia
aluminum covere'
P. 2.10 headers
0. 4.4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
Deluxe
Hardboard Siding
1 CAR (12.20)
63325
2 CAR (111.20)
$4,325
LARGE 2 CAR (22:22)
64.625
2 CAR (24.24)
64.625
LARGE 2 CAR (24.30)
113425

100
S

PLUS. OFF-LEVEL LOT

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

Modli

zzimim

1',CAR (12420)
2 CAR(1600)
LARGE 2 CAR (22.22)
2',CAR(2444)
LARGE 2', CAR(2400)

$4,026
64.725
115.1211
16.226
U.62$

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR

GOAL.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
BASKETBALL
•Murray vs. Carlisle (DH)
NIHS -- 6
FRIDAY
BASKETBALL
*Murray at Hickman Co. (DH)
Clinton -- 6
ITS

BASKETBALT'
•Lady Racers vs. St. Louis
RSEC -- 7
*Racers at Alabama St.
Montgomery, Ala. — 8
improved, Fields noted.
"If we can continue to improve
on our -shooting, we'll have a
chance to win some more games,"
he said. "We also didn't give up
many threes the last two games."
Bobbi Coltharp currently leads
the Lady Racers in scoring, averaging 16.3 points per. game, followed
by Gadson (12.4), Heather Bates
(11.7) and Watts (7.3).
St. Louis' only loss this season
was a 79-70 setback against Akron.
The Lady Billikens defeated Southern Illinois 78-62 last Saturday.
Kelly George leads St. Louis at
23.6 points per game, followed by

Paducah's Premier
Cigar & Liquor Shoppe
iasoc''
*00s•
e

sointahO
II 111
At the intersection of Lone Oak Rd.
and Lakeview Dr. in the Marketplace
Shopping Center in Lone Oak.
••••
I

3 CUSANO
Handmade Dominican Cigars

Rated 96-97-98
Packed in a Beautiful
Leather Case

From Page 11
-ing
the bowl system's been
around for a gazillion years and
there's not a better way to handle
this situation.
Schools and coaches love the
bowl system because it means
mega dollars and that about a dozen
teams get to end their seasons with
a victory.
But those are very weak excuses
to keep the current system.
Schools and bowl sponsors can
have their cake and eat it too.
It's simple.
Keep the bowls just the way
they are, but use the Orange, Sugar,
Rose and Fie* bowls for a playoff
system betwea the top eight teams
in the nation.
The BCS can play a role in this
too.
Let the computer gurus -- with
their quartile ratings and standard
deviations -- determine the teams
who will play for the national
championship.
This is the only way to make
everybody happy.
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Butane
Pocket Torch
Don't Be
Fooled By
CHEAP
Knock-Offs

IV

Mandy Lueking at 17.3, Jamie
Cavaness (II) and Bridget Beckmann (9.3).
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Public
Auction
Sat., Dec. 12
8 a.m.

Neon Beach
Mini Storage
812 Whitnell
Buildings #B-63
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190 Farm Equipment
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ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever

For free
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free

local claim service'

BELL South Telephone CONSIDERING Abortion?
payments accepted at Mr. Call LifeHouse 753-0700.
Postman Inc.- Mayfield Located 1214 Paris Rd. TUPPERWARE Carol Turacross from Super Wal- ley, Tupperware Consultant, 146 Oakcrest Drive,
Mart.
502-753-9472.
BIBLE message 759-5177 Murray.
Page 49 phone book.
SEE THE FABULOUS
CHRISTMAS LIGHT DIS- LOOKING for Art & Craft
PLAY- In beautiful Fort Vendors. Show December
Massac State Park, Met- 19 & 20, 9am-5pm at Naropolis, !lino's, just across tional Guard Armory, Murthe Ohio River from Padu- ray, KY. If interested, call
901-247-3353.
cah. 5-10 pm nightly.

LOST
In Lynn Grove/Pine Creek Area
Female Part German Shepherd.
Has pink collar and
green rabies tag.
Family pet of 8+ years.
Answers to name of Shady
If seen call 435-4161 after 3p.m.
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The Gates Rubber Company - Charleston
Division is currently accepting applications for
the position of Materials Management Specialist.
This position requires a four year degree with a
minimum of 20 hours in business curriculum and
a minimum of 2 years purchasing experience.
Experience in production scheduling, inventory
control and APICS certifications is highly preferred. Must be able to lead and facilitate effectively in a team driven manufacturing environment. Applications will be taken through
December 14, 1998 at Job service - Missouri
Division of Employment Security located at 202
S. Kingshighway in Sikeston.
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320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
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365 For Sale Or Lease
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380 Pets & Supplies
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400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

JUDICIAL CLERK II
The Calloway Circuit Court Clerk's Office
has openings for the following positions: permanent full-time Deputy Clerk and permanent
part-time Deputy Clerk. Duties relate to all
facets of the Clerk's office, providing administrative support for all Circuit/District Courts as
well AS serving the public. Applicants must be
high school graduates with at least two years of
office experience. In addition, computer skills
and typing skills are required. Ability to communicate with the public is a MUST.
Applicants must be able to provide references
from previous employers regarding attitude,
work habits, attendance and interaction with
co-workers. The salary for permanent full-time
position is $14,628.00 annually with full state
benefits. The salary for temporary part-time is
$7.52 per hour/80 hours per month/no benefits.
Deadline for submitting resume is December
21, 1998.
Resumes should be sent to:
(No phone calls accepted).
Calloway County Judicial Building
Attn: Ann Wilson, Clerk (Personal),
312 North Fourth Street
Murray, KY 42071.
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010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

ORDER cases of fruit now AVON PRODUCTS- Start DRIVERS, Averitt Exthrough 12/11/98 and will your own business. Work press, straight pay, no
be available to be picked flexible hours. Enjoy unlim- gimmicks! Start up to 32e
through ited earnings. Call toll free a mile, top at 350 in as litup
12/15/98
12/21/98. For sale: fresh 888-942-4053.
tle as 24 months. Terrific
cut Balsam fir & Scotch DRIVER
COVENANT family benefits. Home
pine Christmas trees. Fruit TRANSPORT$1,000 weekly! 888-WORK-4-US.
baskets with 1 day notice sign-on bonus for Exp. Equal Opportunity Employavailable. D&M Market, Company drivers 800-441- er.
403 Sycamore Street.
4394, owner operators,
753-7483.
call 888-667-3729, Bud DRIVERS AND TEAMSMeyer Truck Lines Refri- Starting pay up to 374z a
WYANT'S CAR VALET
mile. Assigned Freightliner
gerated Hauling, call toll
Handwashing, detailing,
conventionals, improved
free
877-283-6393.
Solo
wax jobs, free pickup and
speed stance, excellent
dnvers & contractors.
delivery service in town.
miles, time home every 7DRIVER,
INEXPERQuality products and Sat10 days in most areas and
IENCED?- Ask about our more!
isfaction is Guaranteed!
Experienced drivers
company sponsored train- call Heartland Express
Gift Certificates Available
toll
ing. We have raised pay free 87-PRO-DRIVE.
Handwash & Detail $20
OwnVans, Trucks, SUV's $25 for all our drivers, and we er Operators ask about
offer top conventional 88c a mile. Call toll-free 8Wax Jobs $45 & $55
equipment. U.S. Xpress. PROFIT-PRO. EOE.
753-7262
888-936-3338.
030
DRIVERS
NEW
PAY DRIVERS- Flatbed drivers,
PACKAGE!- Home every hiring experienced and indriv- expenenced. OTR and re$$$ FOR A VARIETY- Of weekend. Company
mile
(In- gional positions! Good
ers.
Start
.32c
a
long-term income streams
pay, benefits, assigned
cludes
.03c
bonus)
Free
J G Wentworth 888-231insurance. Excellent bene- equipment, plenty of miles,
5375
fits. Owner operators- .82c train your spouse free!
BILL PROBLEMS? - 800- a mile. (Includes .02c bo- 800-366-0250. (eoe-m/f).
408-0044 ext. 1027 9am- nus). Paid fuel taxes &
9pm, 7 days. Debt consoli- tolls. Insurances available. DRIVERS- New pay packdation
loans/programs EPES Transport, 800-948- age! Teams earn up to
available. Bad credit OK. 6766.
440 a mile, Solos earn up
No advance fees! Free
to 32c a mile. Pay packDRIVERS, OTRFor
consultation. Non-profit.
age includes safety & lonmainly midwest, southLower
payments.
gevity bonuses, 3 months
east, south. No New York
Amen Debt.
+ school min. Experience
City. Home often, no un80% drop & Hook, no
HOMEOWNERS!
Debt loading, paid weekly all
touch freight. Assigned
consolidation!
Borrow miles, 2 years OTR with
convention freightliners
$25,000-$100,000.
Too Hazmat. 800-896-8118,
Incredible benefits and
many bills? Home im- Omaha, NE.
miles, miles, miles. Celaprovements. Apply by
don Trucking, 800-729EDITORThe
Kentucky
phone/24-hour approval.
9770.
No equity required. Plati- Standard, a tri-weekly
EAGLE CARRIERS COMnewspaper
in
Bardstown,
num Capital: 800-5235363, Open 7 days. with a tradition of strong PANY- Drivers home most
local
news coverage, weekends! New convenwww,platinumcapital.com.
needs an editor. The suc- tional Kenworth's! Average
NO DOWN PAYMENT?
cessful applicant will have 2500 miles a week.
Problem credit? Own the
3 or more years newspa- Health, life, dental, vision,
home you need now, withper experience; must lead assigned trucks home. In
out a big down payment.
a news department of 8 route bonuses. 800-422Complete financing
if
people. plan all local news 4799.
qualified. DeGeorge Home
coverage & make assign- EARN $100,000 PLUS
Alliance 800-343-2884.
ments, develop editorial PER YEAR- Eagel CarriWHEN THE BANK SAYS staff members, write & edit ers lease/purchase pro"NO"- Call us, Consolidate stories, write headlines gram. 1999-2000 Kendebt 100% & 125% loans, and assist in pagination. worth's. .82c all miles.
purchase and refinance, Apply to David Greer, Pub- Home most weekends
turned down elsewhere? lisher,
P.O.Box
639, plus much more! 800-422Little or no equity, loans Bardstown, KY 40004.
4799.
for all credit. Midwest National Mortgage Banc, Inc.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK
Call toll free, 888-548Ryan Foods a division of Dean Foods has a
8308.
HUD
License
Accounts Payable clerk position available with the
#72840-00005, HUD License #11501-00003.
following qualifications; experience in Accounts
Payable a plus, strong data entry skills, excellent
organization, good interpersonal skills, strong verbal communication skills and must be team focused.
Resumes must be received by December 15. 1998.
ROOMMATE wanted. Fe
Ryan Foods
male looking to share
house. $300. monthly, utilP.O. Box 1175, Murray, KY
ities included. 753-8940
Attn: Carolyn Greenfield
!Pavp mossage

EOE/AAP

FOUND: 11-23-98, (Young
female Pointer?) White
with reddish brown marks
on ear tips & nose. Nylon
collar, No ID tags.
759-8832.

The City of Murray has the following job
opportunity:
Position:

Administrative Assistant

Department:

Police

FOUND: Pure white German Shepherd, canvas
collar, gentle, loving. East
of town between 121S &
94E 753-0988.
060

Salary for the position (depending on training and experience) $7.61 per hour minimum. City of Murray benefit package
includes health insurance, retirement plan,
longevity, sick and vacation days.

AREA REPS
Individuals
with
good
school/ community contacts to place and supervise an exchange student
for $825. 1-800-964-4678

Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position are available at the City
Clerk's office located in City Hall at 207
Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If
you have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Personnel Office at 502762-0353.

ATTENTION
TRUCK
DRIVERS! No experience
needed- C D L training
provided! Earn $678 a
week
No employment
contract! We need Ken•
tucky trainees and expen
enced teams or singles
now! 800-616-5055

Deadline for accepting applications is
Monday, December 14, 1998.
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Drug screening will be required
of successful applicant.
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A year ago you left us,
Our hearts are sad and still in pain.
The only consolation,
Our loss was Heaven's gain.
Your burdens here were heavy,
And oh so hard to carry.
So you asked-Lord,
Is it all right if I no longer tarry?
Yes, my son he whispered,
You can come on home.
You havefought to win the battle,
But your strength is all gone.
Let me put my arms around you,
Go to sleep and get some rest.
Remember here in Heaven,
We only take-the best.
Your loving wife June, Karen,
Keith, Rita & Children
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No words can express the amount of
thanks and gratitude from my family to
the local community, especially to the
Glendale Road Church of Christ, both
the Murray and Calloway County
Family Resource Centers, all the
employees of Paschall Truck Lines, Mr.
Randall Waller, Dennis Burkeen and
Barry Thomas. For all the love, support
and help after our home was destroyed
by fire.
Without that support, recovery from
such a traumatic event would be difficult at best.
Throughout all that has happened
over the past four weeks and during
Thanksgiving, my family has learned
that we truly have a lot to be thankful
for.
The overwhelming out pouring of love
has re-enforced our faith in God and
our local community. It should also
stand as proof that this is truly a great
community to live and raise a family.
A very special thank you to all the
members of the Calloway County Fire
Rescue for your valiant efforts trying to
save our home. To each and everyone of
you, thank you and God bless.

060
Reif:. Wanted

PROFESSIONAL SALES
PERSON WANTED- For
local area to market
unique financial product
around county leaders.
Should be mature, well
groomed and want to earn
in excess of $50,000 per
year. Call Bob Taylor, 606299-7656.
PLUMBER B. Full time
position with benefits. High
school graduate or equivalent with two years of experience in general plumbing work and general mechanical maintenance experience required. Must be
able to perform mechanical maintenance, installation, and repair to a variety
of rotating equipment and
associated parts. Will be
required to perform any
type of work connected
with renovation, maintenance, and repairs to
plumbing and related systems and equipment for
university facilities. Salary
$7.73 per hour. Apply at:
Human Resources, Sparks
Hall, Murray State University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. Murray State
is an EEO, M/F/D. AA employer.
RADIO ADVERTISING
SALES
tremendous
Due
to
growth, 0-108 FM/ EAGLE
1370 AM/ WDXN AM is
seeking Advertising Sales
Representatives for the
Clarksville, TN, Hopkinsville, KY market. If you are
highly motivated, determined and have good
communication skills, you
may be just the person
we're looking for. Previous
media sales experience
with a radio background is
preferred Send complete
resume with reference and
income history to.
Sales Manager
WCVQ/ WABN/ WDXN
P.O. Box 2249
Clarksville, TN. 37042
E.O.E.
FREE TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING- With no contracts or paybacks No
pressure, honest answers
Call now 800-865-7284

He Wanted
GRAY S Glass Service is
now taking applications for
journey auto glass installer. 5 year minimum experience preferred. Apply in
person 2937 US Hwy 641
N., Draffenville.

Charles "Pete" Clark
and Family

GE10160LD
Immediate openings for:

NEWSPAPER
POSITIONS- Editorial, advertising, circulation positions
are available at various
Kentucky newspapers. If
you have newspaper experience, please send a
copy of your resume to
Kentucky Press Association, 101 Consumer Lane,
Frankfort, KY 40601.
RESIDENTIAL/ recreational staff to work with developmentally disabled adults
nights, weekends, holidays. Wages start $6/hr.
Benefits: 401K, medical/
dental full time employees.
Apply: Community Alternatives 6145 Symsonia Hwy,
Symsonia, KY 42082.
Phone 527-2255. Crime
checks conducted.
E0E/M/F/DN.
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat. 753-0580.
The
BERRIPATCH,INC.
Due to Expansion
Openings in Concrete Production Dept. Positions
available on 1st Shift
7:00am-3:30pm. Positions
available on 2nd Shift
5:00pm-1:30am.
• Health, Life, and Dental
Insurance
' Holiday Pay, Vacation
Pay
• Bonuses
Apply at The Berripatch
225 Hwy 69 North
Paris, TN 38242.
(Helley Carburetor Bldg.)
Employment Substance
Screen,
Employment
Physical Required, EOE.
TRUCK Dnver needed, 48
states. 99 Freightliner
Condo Good pay, good
driving record required
Call Kenny 502-759-0400.
WANTED 98 PEOPLE
We'll pay to lose up to 29+
pounds
Offer expires
12/17/98 1-800-600-0343
ext. 1878,

CAD OPERATORS: Must have minimum 1
year educational training and work experience with AutoCAD R12 or R13. Position
involves the drawing of floor plans, casework
layout, and casework elevations.
CUSTOMER SERVICE/ESTIMATOR:
P.C. Skills and strong customer service background a must. Prefer candidate with architectural background. Position involves analyzing blueprints and proposals to prepare
time, cost and labor estimates.
DESIGN
ENGINEER
ASSISTANT:
Qualified candidate must have 2-4 years
Engineering College, knowledge of AutoCAD
R13, and strong computer background. Must
have ability to conceptualize design of custom casework.
Mohon International, Inc. offers an excellent
benefit package. Pre-employment substance
screen is required. Send resume and salary
history to: Mohon International, P.O. Box
550, Paris, TN 38242, Attn: Personnel
Director.

Murray-Calloway C'ount' Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and ,Vorthwest Tennessee announces
the following job openings
CERTIFIED NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Full Time; Part Time. 3-11 shift.
Excellent Benefit Package.
Contact: Kristy Stephenson, RN @ 762-1591
Or pick up application at
WestView Nursing Home
1401 S. 16th St.
Murray, KY.
For details contact:
Human Resources
(502) 782-1108
• •r

MURRAY
CAII.OVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

r403 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071
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A Lurnputef provides eh,
WORLD S BEST PURPLE
ioyment all year and for
MARTIN BIRD HOUSESyears to come Nothing
$29 95 & S7H Telescopic
down and no payments
poles/accessories availauntil 1999 on a new comble great gift idea' Free
puter for Chnstrnas now at catalog Order today' Can
Hawkins Research, Inc
800-764-8688
computers also wwiod purplemaran net
Used
MY BUSINESS IS BOOMavailable- 1304 Chestnut
ING- I need to expand
Street, Murray, Kentucky
help7
you
hours
Can
6-10
502-753-7001
a week working from your
11E3Appliances
Computer.Com
$45/VVK. Childcare for home Call 24 hours 888- MOM
Computer repair and up- 30" MAGIC Chef range
ages 2 and up Located in 312-7367
on site service two years old, like new
town with a home environ- WORK From Home Mar- grades
ment Two C.P R. certified kets in herbal, botanical Custom built systems by condition $200 753-0725
Swiss skin care cosmet- certified Tech. 753-2316, DRYER Kenmore, excelproviders. 759-4649.
ics. nutritional products pager 742-1552.
lent condition, works great
I am now available to Sit
Mercedes car bonus Un
$95. 759-3180
with elderly adults. I offer
limited income Call Pam
WASHER & dryer set,
quality care combined with Perry,
502-522-8758
519.95/wk. Call 753-4663.
love and patience. Day or
110
night shift availability. ExANTIQUES & collectibles
Instruction
160
cellent references provid1 piece or all Call 753Horne Furnishings
ed. Mary Jo Hamilton,
9433
BECOME A MEDICAL
753-3465
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
TRANSCRIPTIONISTrovril group
2PL.
Old or New. 753-7185.
KY Certified in-home dayOpportunity to work at
514.95/wk. Call 753-4663
care has openings in Kirk- home or in office typing for CASH paid for good, used
group,
rifles, shotguns, and pis- BEDROOM
sey- Stella area. Afterdoctors. Home study. Free
Benson Sporting 515/wk. Call 753-4663_
noons, nights, & weektols
literature. PC DI. Atlanta,
519 S 12th, Mur- BROYHILL Hideaway bed
ends, some days. ReasonGeorgia. 800-362-7070, Goods,
loveseat & chair, beige,
ray
able rates. 489-2931
Dept, YYP742
COLLECTIBLES & Anti- mauve & blue floral, $300.
ques We buy 1 or whole Call 395-5397.
sectional
RECLINING
estates Call 753-3633
SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
POOL table, telescope, $250, hunter green reclinUNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK. OR
er (like new) $175, glass
Fooseball table, & 22 nfle.
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
top coffee table $40, end
753-9212
year-)
per
earn
to
want
you
WK+
Do
Do you want a career?
table $40, china cabinet
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to
150
$150, 3 black floor lamps.
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
Articles
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
Call 489-2753 or 527For Sete
am looking for must be honest. sincere, self-mottvated and be
7980, leave message.
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work strictly above board, and
Nc)
SALEBUILDING
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
salesman. Go direct and
have these qualifications. I would very much enjoy talking to
Farm Equipment
$1,999
25x30
save.
you. and explain the benefits our Company has to otfer
Murray Memorial Gardens
30x40 $2,900. 35x50
Call Mr. Sheperd
$4,300 40x60 $5,300 CASE 530 Backhoe, good
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
40x90 $7,300. 47x100 condition, good tires, dieCall for directions if needed No resume please
Others. Final sel $6.500 753-2905 ,
$11.000
I hire people, not paper. E.O.E.
clearance Pioneer, 800286-3196.

RUCK DRIVERS NEED- CLEANING houses is my
ED - 160 Jobs open now business.. Reliable Call
No cost CDL training avail- Linda 759-9553
able if qualified Earn
5500-$800 or more Home
most weekends Call
800-482-4268

1

„

Reporter wanted for daily newspaper. Knowledge of Macintosh computers and AP style a must. Send
resume and up to 5 clips to

Amy Wilson
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

8

ADVERTISING
SALES
REPRESENTATIVE

Full-time sales position available for an
enthusiastic, highly motivated individual.
Must have sales experience and a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health, dental and vision
insurance, paid holidays, paid vacations,
sick days and gas allowance. Interested
individuals must send resume to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
if you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for pre
'erred rates Below are a haw monthly preferred
rates at clfferent ages for $4000 policy

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
age
age
age
age
ape
ace

50
55
60
65
70
75

MALE

FEMALE

$984
$12 24
$14 12
$20 64
$27 96
$37 76

$840
$1004
$12 48
$14 76
$22 00
$3064

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Hadenvold• TOLL FREE 1-400-455-41211

CHRISTMAS trees, you or
I cut. 7ft. $20. 436-5365.
Ring!!!
ENGAGEMENT
11/4 carat with 4 baggets +
4 small diamonds. Never
been sized. $2500, Excellent cut & clanty.
759-1193.
FOR SALE: Princess &
Erin Ty Beanie' Babies_
Call 492-8566
in box,
FURBY'S, new
only 2 left. Call 753-8809.

BOBCAT, gasoline
6'
engine, good working condition, $5,000 435-4330.

DRUM set, good condition
$21000 753 5859

SAVE
A BEAuTIF
LIGHT- Ola Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking river, Smoky Mountains, TN Horse-drawn
carriage, cabins. Jacuzzi,
ordained ministers, no
tests, Heartland 800-448(VOWS).
8697
http://www.heartlandwedding.com
BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN
CEREMONIES- In the romantic Smoky Mountains
in Gatlinburg, Tennessee.
Wedding packages, photography. video, flowers.
cake, honeymoon lodging,
entertainment passes, free
800-408information,
8577, wwwsmokymountainweddings.com_
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers, complete arrangements,
honeymoon/family cabins,
breathtaking views. Wedding arrangements 800893-7274. Vacation lodging, 800-634-5814.
MERRY CHRISTMAS! Be married in a magnificent mountaintop chapel
surrounded by awesome
view of the Great Smoky
Mountains & Winterfest
excitement. Call 800-7294365, http://www.marryonamountain,com
Mobtle Homes For Sale
12X60 2BR, 11/2 bath
central Ma on rented lot
Possible contract. $3,800.
759-1022.

14X70 3BR. 11/2 bath. Extra nice 753-9866.
1973 12x50
MOBILE
Home, very good condiREMINGTON Model 1148, tion, clean. 474-2708.
12ga shotgun. Call 753- 1985 14X60, 2br, 2 bath,
partially furnished on rent8809
ed lot. $6900. 436-6136
after 5pm,

MOBILE HOME LOANS HEAVY duty fireplace in5% down, refinancing/
sert, w/blower. Like new, $35 DELIVERED seas- equity loans. Free sellers
oned oak & hickory
$200. 753-8809.
kit. Land or home loans.
492-8266
HOT tub $1,000, compuRepo and assumable
terized weight machine
FIREWOOD Call
loans. Green Tree Finan$400, Health rider $250,
436-2562
cial, 800-221-8204
Singer sewing machine
Duncan
$50. antique
Phyfe table & chairs $300.
full size camcorder $150, 2
Scooters 520, 286 cornputer w/monitor $50, 2
queen waterbeds $50ea.
For professional management of your
753-0954.

OPL1,72-2:1
CbL4L2dL4.21i

rental property, call

David H. Miller Realty,

JUST in time for Christ
masl Tandy 1000 RLX
computer, printer, stand
$275 Satellite system 50
HIS with receiver, $275
Call evenings, 436-2009
obo

1300 Johnson Boulevard,
Office Phone: 502-767-0102,
Residence Phone: 502-753-4573
David H. Miller, Owner/Broker

KENTUCKY WILDCATS
1998 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP- Pewter Belt
Buckle. One is $20.00, two
or more $17.50. Add $2.75
each shipping and handling. Order toll free 800color
For
795-5885.
www.usssportstech corn A
great Christmas idea'
LADIES Big Bertha dnver
golf club and golf bag, in
good shape. 753-8295.
PROM Dresses: Black
wrisequins, size 9/10. Teal
green w/sequins & beads.
size 11/12. Both worn one
time only. Call 753-0943
after 5pm
SAWMILL $3795- Saws
logs into boards, planks,
beams. Large capacity
Best sawmill values anywhere. Free information
Norwood Sawmills, 90
Curtwnght Drive #3, Amherst, NY 14221, 8043-5781363•
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal Cut to length
Covers 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722
SONY 8mm video camera
$200 Kartco go cart. 5hp
2 seater, excellent condi
tion. $350 435-4263

Crossed Wires?
No Problem!
Cal "

Tech Support
Specialist
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, Upgrade, Trailing
& Installation

(502)759-8662•(502)853-3967
1709 College

STRAW for sale $2 00/
bale 435-4113
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home Buy direct
and save' Commercial/
home units from $199
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call today 800-842-1310

Farm

Rd . Murray, KY 42071

SAVE
13 New Double
Wides
3 New 16' Wides
These are New
1998-99 homes
with
discontinued
demrs that hare
been

Drastically
Reduced

Mobile
Homes Inc.
Hwy. 79E • Pans. TN
901-642-4891
el Single Lot
Dealership in the
Southeastern USA
CHAMPION
ROME BUILDER CO.

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-8302 or
753-9621
103 S. 3rd St. • Downtown Murray

Norwalk • Stanley • Hooker • Kimball • Universal
• Broyhill • Pnlaski • Restonic • Bassett • Kesler

Shop

GO nova re

ite7, "Come See What You've Bern Missing'

l

"STOP"

t.a2

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low, low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving

Almo Country Store &
Crawford's Garden Center
Hwy. 1824 & 464 Almo, K1( 42020 • 753-1934 '
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

WEISIM

GARDEN CENTER

•Nanrucket Lightship
*Scotch Pine
Baskets
Chnstmas Trees
*Shaker Boxes
•White Pine B&B
-Angels
•Holy Cow Lawn
-Fall & Chnstmas Wreaths
Spnnklers
& Arrangements
'Concrete Cnners
GRILL OPEN MON.-FRI. 10:30-1:30

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

753-5585
40X40 STORAGE building
or shop $250 /mo. Call
753-0839 M-F, 7am-5pm
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571

pupve Arkild Lhocolate Cocker spaniel, Pekingese, Pomeranian, Maltese, Samoyed, and BiShots &
chon frise
wormed Ready now till
Chnstrnas 382-2331
AKC puppies, various
breeds, all shots & vet.
615-746-5355.
AKC Shih Tzu puppies for
Vet
Healthy.
sale.
checked. (1) male & (1) female. Dam and Sire on
premises. 759-4621.
BOXER puppies, 6 weeks
old 12/01/98. AKC reg.
Great for Chnstrnas! $250
753-2532

pinscher,
DOBERMAN
black- rust, 8 month old.
759-9708,
DOG obedience classes or
Neon Beach
pnvate. Serving Murray 17
Mini-Storage
years 436-2858.
FREE to good home. 8
All Size Units
year old female, black
Available
Labrador, (spayed). Good
753-3853
watchdog with gentle disposition. 753-4882.
CREEKVIEW
LARGE new 2br, central
GOLDEN Retriever puph/a, low utilities, utility Self-storage warehouses pies, AKC, $150. Call after
room, appliances, no pets, on Center Drive behind 3pm, 502-247-0392.
quiet. Deposit required. Shoney s $20-540/mo
PURE breed puppies, off759-4081
$395/mo. 753-8828.
white, Pomeranian, $225.
MANOR
MURRAY
5 Lhasa apso, $175.
APARTMENTS: Make it
382-2120.
your home! Great 1 or 2br
REGISTERED Great Pyreapartments with great
nees, (2) females, six
price, central It/a, laundry
months old, all shots &
facilities. Office hours
wormed. 759-0576.
Mon.-Fri.
8am-5pm,
119 Main • 753-6266
THOROUGHBRED ChiEqual
(502)753-8668,
huahua, all shots, 2 year
storage*
NORTH WOOD
Housing Opportunity.
old. $100. firm. 436-5250.
availaunits
has
presently
NEW 1 br apt, University
Heights, w/d, dishwasher, ble. 753-2905 or 753stove, refrigerator. 1 yr 7536.
Lease, no pets. $325/mo.
753-4937 M-F, 8am-5pm.
b- HORSE stall mats. 4x6
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3Covers 12x12 area. Top
4br house w/washer & dryquality $325. Buchanan
(2) MALE mixed Yorkie
er, fumished, near MSU.
901-282-8281.
and Bichon pups, real
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
cute, non-shedding. $175. HAY for sale. $2.00 per
5pm,
753-1252 before
each. (2) male AKC Bi- bale. 753-0341 after 4pm.
753-0606 after 5pm.
chon frise pups, non-shedNICE 2br Townhouse,
400
ding. Powder puff dogs.
820A Southwood, $460
liiettSa).
$300. each.
plus deposit, includes ap759-8147
435-4294.
pliances.
FOR SALE
SMALL 2br Duplex, 414 2 YEAR old female AusFri. December 11th
North 8th, gas heat. $250. tralian Shepherd. Call after
9am until 4pm or by
5pm, 489-2664
489-2741.
chance or appointment.
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath AKC Golden Retriever
105 Oaks Country Club
duplex w/garage, applian- puppies. Champion blood
Rd
ces fumished, central gas lines, fully guaranteed.
Antiques, collectables,
h/a, $550/mo. 1 yr lease. 1 Ready for Christmas.
tunque, clothes
mo. deposit. No pets. 753- $200. (5021247-8059, after
7537388
5pm.
2905.

STORAGE

Rooms For Rent
MMACULATE with new
bed/ bedding, tv, a/c, desk/
chair, phone. Plus full
house priviledges, BS TV,
w/d, kitchen. All you need
is your clothes. Ph 7595352 after 5pm.

furnished
PRIVATE
room(s) with refrigerator &
microwave. Utilities paid.
759-9525.
Mobile Homes For Rent
MOM.
SLEEPING
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
$225 on a month to month
753-9898.
basis 2BR Mobile Home
on Poplar Springs road.
340
Call A-Plus Realty
ktousesFOr Rent
753-3100
2BR trailer. No pets
1603 DODSON, 3br, 2
753-9866.
bath, central h/a, large lot,
2BR, 11/2 bath mobile
deck, stove, refrigerator,
home, gas heat. Call 759w/d hook-up. $600/mo
2599, after 6pm.
plus deposit. Immediate
HAZEL, 2br. 492-8526.
762-4483
occupancy.
NICE 14X70 2br, clean 8am-4pm, 345-2748 after
641 South 492-8488
5pm & weekends.
2 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required.
Business Rentals
753-4109.

Various size suites

Fine Furnishings at"Everyday"
Discount Prices

Vvi T H option to buy 3br,
bath. Southwood Drive
Lets talk 759-1610.

EASTSIDE

BANK Repo 1995 Clayton
3 bedroom, 2 bath. Central
a/c. Be in by Christmas.
Down payment approx
$1,000,00 with monthly
payment approx. $240 per
month. Make offer. Keith
Baker Homes, Paris, TN.
644-0012 or
1-800-533-3568.
BANK Repo, 1995, 28x70
Chandeleur Doublewide, 4
bedroom, 2 bath. Nice
clean home complete with
central a/c_ Down payment
approx. $2,000.00 with
monthly payment approx.
$380 per month. Make offer. Keith Baker Homes,
Paris, TN. 644-0012 or
1-800-533-3568.
BANK Repo, 1997 Buccaneer, 16x80, 3 bedroom, 2
bath. Very nice home, central a/c. Down payment approx. $1250.00 with $270
monthly payments. Make
offer. Keith Baker Homes,
Pans, TN. 644-0012 or
1-800-533-3568.
FOR sale by owner: Modular home, 3br, 2 bath,
laundry room, new carpet,
all electric, 2 car attached
garage w/concrete drive,
8tt satellite dish. Close to
boat ramp on Ky Lake in
New Concord area. Separate utility building, 768sq
ft w/concrete floor & 220
wiring, Low taxes, city water, $48,000. Call 502-4362464 or 913-651-5342.

Office Space

Ar

SONY Playstation games
for sale' $5.00- $2500.
.NBA Live 99, Madden 98.
Nascar 98 & 99, and many
more (502)759-1313.
STEEL BUILDINGS SALE
5,000+ sizes 40x60x14,
$8,187,
50x 75x 14,
50x100x16,
$10,760,
60x100x16,
$14,631,
Mini-stoarge
$16,863
buildings, 40x180. 36
units, $17.818 Free brochures www sentinelbuildings corn Sentinel Buildings, 800-327-0790. extension 79

2E3H Apt JU0 ri,iiwu.u0 Jr,
2BR Duplex
$325/mo
1300-A Valleywood Or,
$375/mo 759-4406.
2BR, 1 bath wicarport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, lyr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, central gas h/a, apfurnished.
pliances
$300/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
3BR Duplex, all appliances
furnished, central h/a
753-7947
3BR economical apartment, water included.
$400/mo deposit. 5353
121 South. 489-2296.
3BR, central h/a, low utilities, walk to campus. 2
apartments available. Call
753-8767 or 759-4696.
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, including w/d,
$375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 mo
deposit. No pets.
753-2905.

SAVE

$ & Supplies

Aultant

DOWNTOWN office space
available. Rent from 595 to
$150/mo, including utilities. Call Greg McNutt.
753-4451.
RETAIL or office space for
rent 700 square feet to
2500 square feet
Century 21. 753-1492.
SMALL office space with
private outside entrance.
all utilities paid. In Southside Shopping Center
$275 753-6612 or 7534509
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109
1BR apt, all appliances,
w/d included $325/mo.
Call Mur-Cal Realty.
753-4444
IBR apt, stove, refngerator, dishwasher, washer
and dryer furnished No
pets Call 753-9841 or
436-5496
1BR Diuguid Dr Call Coleman Realty 753-9898
1BR furnished, washer &
dryer available No pets
767-9037
1BR. close to MSU & hospital, some utilities paid
753-8756.
2BR duplex on
street 753-0724

quiet

2-3BR HOUSE, 11/2 baths,
w/d hookup, dishwasher.
No pets, deposit & lease
required, $500/mo.
753-4181 or 489-2181.
2-3BR, 1 bath house, near
MSU, w/d hookup, refrigerator, stove, $500/mo plus
deposit & lease. 908
N16th Street. Washer &
dryer also available. 4373910, Iv.msg.
2BR, gas heat, single or
couple preferred, no pets
753-1502 or 753-4860
3BR house, 5 minutes
north of Murray. 759-4826.
3BR, 1 bath, w/d, fridge,
stove, carport, central h/a,
brick w/hardwood floors,
walking distance of MSU,
deposit required.
759-9746.
3BR, 2 bath, washer, dryer, refrigerator, range. furnished. fenced. Available
reDeposit
12/18/98
quired, no pets. 759-1610
FURNISHED 3br house
for rent, near campus,
available for spring semester Call 753-4974.
HAZEL- 3br, central h/a
492-8526
NEW 3br. 2 bath house
available Call Mur-Cal Realty 753-4444.
NICE 1br house, close to
lake, screen porch, w/d
hook-up 5300/mo
436-2211
ON Lake, nice 2br brick.
tub,
hot
furnished,
launch
dock/boat
$550/mo. 436-5229
SMALL county cottage, located near lake Call 4748056

MOVIE SALE

Video Gold
1206 Chestnut • 759-4944
Movies Starting as low as $2.95. Mark
Maguire t-shirts 50% OFF, Stone Cold tshirts 50% OFF. Disney Movies,
Armageddon, Dr, Do-Little, Hope Floats,
Small Soldiers, Godzilla. Tanning Lotion
25% OFF. Tanning 5 visits $10. Saturday
December 12, 7 a.m.-10 a.m. Only. Hurry!

Now is A Great Time to Build
titir
arc looking lOr IlIIal1l v.c%%.1111 to
It
speeiticatioa.,
building contractor. %% till
contiact price helitic ‘‘,.. .1,111.
V1e can
550i I, on a eiist phis
lltItleiltiCti
all Ihe ne%% cit.v
U'e compl
111.101011 4)1 hi,: httmes.
Alm).pechiliic III C4 111,
large of small.

Bruce Green
Budding Contractor, Inc.

(502)753-8343

-.,
01.0 Awni&
Lots For Sale
tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

A

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homeccom
E-mall: earolwood@msn.com

Mere
IMai
"Paul Lamb"

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Equipment
Stump Removal
Free Estimates
Hedge Trimming
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

a
3

•

410

FREE PALLETS

choclel, Pein, Mattd Biots &
low till
11
various
vet.
5.
.pies for
Vet
S, (1) feSire on
1.

5 weeks
(C reg.
sl $250

inscher,
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2
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U-haul off Murray Ledger & Times
ESTATE AUCTION
Friday, Dec. 11th, 1998 • 10 a.m.
At the home of the late Mr. Earl Shupe, 610
North 6th St., Mayfield, Ky.
Continuation of Mr. Shupe Auction. Antiques and collector
items - wrenches - tools - few household items - hand tools extension ladders - step ladder - bicycles - costume jewelry flower pots - lots of merchandise not listed.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in 1C3% & Tenn. *1281 Firm 233:1
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Friday, Dec. 11th, 1998•4 p.m.

2.00 per
er 4pm.

11th
or by
itment
ry Club

tables,

This nice 14'x61 1981 mobile home 2 bedroom - 1 bath - eat in kitchen - living
room - central heat & air - canopy front & rear. This trailer has tires, wheels &
axles attached. This trailer will be sold as is & where is and to be moved by Dec.
31, 1998.
Terms: Total payment day of auction. Cash or good check.

For more information Phone 435-4144

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Dec. 12, 1998•10 a.m.
At the home of Mrs. Mary C. Lamb, 210 S. 11th St. Murray, KY.

Real Estate sells at 11:00 a.m.

Personal Property: Fine old round oak table & chairs - nice old oak china cabinet - fancy old floor model radio - fancy old game table - old oak wash stand nice pictures & frames - nice walnut secretary desk - small secretary desk - walnut dresser w/glove boxes - small chair w/rose back - old fern stand - beautiful
old lamp table - large camel back trunk - old library table - metal bed - 4 nice
wood ice cream chairs - 4 piece bedroom suit - old quilts - very nice large wall
mirror - fancy telephone in a box - elect. sewing machine & sewing items - reading & floor lamps - table lamps - coffee & lamp tables - card table & chairs washer & dryer - chest freezer - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - large
homemade cabinet for t.v. - nice sofa & odd chairs - nice loveseat - old stamps
- stone pitcher - Gainshurron china - 8 pl. setting of Noritake china made in
occupied Japan - green glasses w/clear stem -stone pottery - B.B. Pottery Loftan china pieces - 15 or 20 stem crystal pieces - cake stand - punch bowl hand painted plates - other old glass & china - carnival glass - 6 Norman
Rockwell glasses Saturday evening post - 6 pl. setting of sterling silver flatwear
- shaker set - canister set - silver plate piece - Winthrop pewter - moon stone
pieces - glass Nativity scene - Southern living cook books - old books - castiron
pieces - stone items - old shaving brush - old bedspreads - lot of linens - wood
patio furniture - wood barrel - step ladder - old antique chair - flower pots - elect.
leaf blower - ext. cord - water hose - yard seeder - golf clubs - lawn roller - hand
& yard tools & much more. Furniture will sell right after the real estate.

Real Estate: This nice 2 bedroom brick house w/1 bath - large eat in kitchen formal dining room - large living room w/fireplace - full basement - central heat
& air - large double carport - setting on large double lot with mature shade.
Terms on Real Estate. 10% down day of sale Bal. in 30 days with passing of deed

For more information Phone 435-4011.
Any house built prior to 1978 could have lead base paint. So make your inspection prior to Dec 12th
as you will be required to sign a wai%TT for the post auction inspection.

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall Broker
or Dan Miller Associate & Auctioneer
Darrell Beane - Auctioneer 435-4144

1. You
94 W.

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property
Fri., December 18•12:00 Noon

0%
10"
Wet

Acreage
22 CLEARED acres with
or w/out 1 49 tobacco
base Southwest school
district, 3 miles south on
Murray Paris Rd Great location to create your minifarm $2,200 per acre obo
753-0266

From Murray, KY take 121 North to Hwy. 299 or Rob Mason Rd.
1st house on right. From Mayfield KY take 121 S. Follow to Rob
Mason Rd. or Hwy. 299. Watch for auction signs. Mrs. Sherri Lucy
owner.

Real Estate Sells at 1 p.m.

11.

14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract Property located oft of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551 Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data then please call
502-441-2253.
5 TO 275 acres, owner financing possible. Coldwater. 489-2116 or 753-1300.
NORTH of Murray. 7679435

••••••.lionsmankswi

Eiir#111Tri

A26 Fox Meadows Ln.
Will be Fri.
Noon-7 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
new
Collectibles,
stuff, furniture, ant.
jewelry, clothes, etc.
Come x-mas shopping, great prices for
quality items

( 4!IlL..T4Cnt'it01
•
1 W)
SAT. DEC. 12TH AT 10:00 A.M.
arttliatutin Eiiirma & latarsior v
Near Cadiz, KY- At Wallonia

(2) RENTAL priaperties
3br, 2 bath each Excellent
city location Monthly income $1,140 Increase
your rate of return on your
investment Serious in
quires only 759-1610

From I 24 At Exit 65 Take Hwy 68 80 West 5
Mile To Hwy 276,Proceed NW 6 Miles To Hwy
128, Proceed North 2 Miles To Sale Site', From
1-24 At Exit 56,Take Hwy 139 South 3 Mile To
Hwy 276, Proceed East 5 Miles To Hwy 128,
Proceed North 2 Miles To Sale Site'

215050 ft, Cape Cod on
1/2 acre wooded lot, deadend street. 4BR, 21/2 bath.
great room w/bay window,
view of creek/ pasture,
Pella windows Sherwood
Forest. $132,900
759-9268

SE Of Princeton, KY • NW Of Ropkirtsville, KY
de3i L-I G tI-GP11 1-11.1gy t-sIic;714 t

NH L785 Skid Stirer,SN 848173 • NH L553 Skid Stimar,SN
83410-Both Have Tracks • Ford 4630 Tractor MFWD,1500
Mrs w Woods 195 Qu Attach Loader,SN BD06906 AC 7003
Tractor • Kubota B2400 w 60-Belly Mower, 980 Mrs,
5N30105 • Kubota L3250,697 Hrs, SN 10300 • Kubota L241
Hi Clearance w Culti & Side Dresser 1600 Hrs, SN 12260
litone VRP675 Turbo Air Blast Orchard Sprayer,125 Gal, 3
Pt,SN 2566 • CareTree 18-24' -32 -40" Hyd Tree Spade
Transplanters • Vaugnn 3 Pt Tree Setter For Small Trees
& Shrubs, One For Large Trees • Kuhn 5 3 Pt Tiller •
Rigsby 3 Pt 4 5 Grass Seeder w Roller • Century 100 Gal
3 Pt Sprayer • Ag 25 Gal Sprayer • Woods 3 Pt Cutter • JD
10' Pull Cutter • Windpower PTO 110-220 Generator •
Lincoln Portable Welder & Generator • Several Bumper
Hitch Trailers • 5 JD Farm Wagons • 1000 Gal SS Water
Trailer w Pump • Assortment 01 Nursery Basket-Burlap
Accessories • Numerous Shop Tools • 1990 Jeep
Cherokee 4x4 • 10 Ford & Chevy Work Pick Ups, Some
4x4's • Ford F600 Gr Bed & Hoist, New Tires • Chevy 30' Bus
• GMC Bulk Feed Truck • 40 Flat Trailer w Side Kit &Tarp •
Numerous Hay & Feeding Items • Large May Cover For
Roll Bales • OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND MUCH MORE!!

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Dec. 12•1 p.m.
94 - east to 280 to Skimmer Road - Main Road up hill to property or - 121 south to Cherry Corner Rd. to Scott Fitts Rd., to Dougless
Rd. north on 280 to Wilkins Rd.

Over 500 Trees & Shrubs
11/1aples • Oaks - FPears
ID cogsnicto dis - NIag n co I i a
Pines - Sweetgurn - Taxus
Zelkasla - Burning Bush
All Freshly Dug & Ready To Load!!
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!

For Information Contact Mr. Broadbent
At 502-522-6373, Days
MANY .. MANY ITEMS_
TWO AUCTIONEERS SELLING!!

3 bedroom mobile home with central air & heat has basement, porch &
patio, large garage on 5 lots (approx. 2 acres)

Wilson & Bohannon Realty & Auction
Wayne Wilson Broker 502-753-5086
& Bobbie Bohannon Auctioneer 502-527-7869

JAMES R. CASH

1
74 AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FARM, KY.
RC FAP.1-HY
4P-H-tr6 ;IC
5G4:14,6

•

Terms: 15% down. Bal in 30 days.
tnnouncement at auction take precedence over adv.

CALL FC111 COLOR

BROCHURE

Rol Wily
475 ACRE HARRISON
COUNTY, KY- south Licking River bottom farm
(selling in two tracts) for
Frazer D. LeBus Jr.-Estate, Nice 3850 +/- square
foot 10 room brick home
(circ. 1818); 6 barns;
51,781 tobacco Saturday,
December 19-10:00 am.
Located 32 mile N. Lexington and only 2.1 mile N/W
Cynthiana. Charles Switzer-Realtor-Auctioneer,
brochures available
606-234-2911 or
888-234-2399.

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous
and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main
LAKEVIEW BARGAIN- 5+
acres- $19,900 with boat
dock. Beautifully wooded,
breathtaking views, located at crystal clear Tennessee mountain lake- next to
18 hole golf course! Paved
roads, utilities., soils tested. Lowest financing in
years. Call now 800-7043154, ext 513.
MILLION
DOLLAR
VIEWS!35ac/pond/
$29,900. Big hardwood
setting
in
Tennessee
mountains with private access to 47,000 ac wildlife
management area, horse
trails and stables. Buildable. Great financing. Call
now 423-690-6214 ext
965.
RED RIVER GORGE AND
NATURAL
BRIDGE
AREA- 38 beautiful, secluded and wooded lots on
the fled River. Just off
Mountain
Parkway.
$9,600. 606-663-9238.
TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN
LOG
CABIN- 7 ac,
$49,900. New log cabin
with big mountain views
and private access to
47,000 acre wildlife management area. Easy access. Low financing. Call
now 423-690-9500, ext.
1020.

..._ Sold with no minimum and no reserAcres
50
vations all fronting on major hard surface road. Mrs.

Tract #1

Elizabeth Marshall deceased, and her late husband, J.
Melton, were an important part of progress in the west
TN and KY area for many years. Her estate will continue
to do good works through donations to deserving charitiec
and Murray State University.
Three bedroom two bath, hardwood floors throughout, large
living room,dining room and
sun porch. Sold with 1.45 Acres
of land.

Brandon Road

1998 10 A

Tract 1
House and
1.45 Acres
Tract 2
6.63 Acres
Tract 3
12.08 Acres
Tract 4
• 10.55 Acres
Tract 5
10.79 Acres
Tract 6
t 1.62 Acres
'-:Tract 7
.6.36 Acres
Tract 8
.1House and
0.52 Acres

Hazel real estate will be offered in
individual tracts and in combination selling in the manner so as to
obtain the highest and best price.
The lake lot will be sold separately
All farm land is being sold subject
to the rules of the local FS
10.55
Acres

4

Tobacco bast auctioned
>separate from the land
,.FSA farm #1853. 0.64
acres of fire cured tobacco base. Buyers must
meet Calloway County
FSA requirements. Bask.
must be paid for in full
on date of sale. All bases
are 1998 quotas.

I 45
kuts

The property selling
subject to recent
surveying by,
AllGood Surveying '
Services of Murray

-••
11311
!
ake Property
2 2807

ACRES on wate
ront, Blood River. Wate
year round. 502-436-2116.

This spacious house 3 bedrooms - 2 bath - large kitchen - large family room utility room - room for office or computer room - central heat & air - natural gas
heat - gas logs - attached double garage - Anderson Thermal pane windows large outside storage - plus a nice 4 bay garage or clean up shop - paved drive large above ground pool - 2 large decks - 2,350 sq. ft. under roof - all of this setting on approx. 1.0 acre lot. 5 min. of Murray. 15 min. to Mayfield. Real estate
will be offered in 2 tracks, then together.

1 & 2 ACRE lots 8 minutes
rom town City water, cablevision now & gas soon.
Land/
home
package
available. 502-437-4838.
2 CORNER lots. (1) corner
of Greenfield Lane and
Hwy 280. 6/10 acre, septic, trees, paved driveway
(1) corner of Ryman and
Greenfield Lane
6/10

Terms: 10% down drly of sale. Rai in 30 days with passing of deed

acre. 492-8274.

For more information call Barbara Barnett at Centuo
21 Real Estate, North 12th St., Murray, la,753-1492
Loretta Jobs - Broker • Dan Miller - Auctioneer

__

SKID STEERS & TRACTORS

Putint Sale
BRIGHT'S of Murray is
now closed. We have
store fixtures, racks, tables, sign holders, shelving, shoe chairs & stools,
office equiptment, desk,
calculators, file cabinets,
gift wrap paper, lights, and
much more. Building also
for sale. Phone 759-2376.
10am-5pm. Bright's of
Murray, Court Square.

gilTirr
:
44N-ITir-i

ir;a1..)11=,,IVIEIN1-F

kr

Trim
post

Homo For 8aio

MOVING
SALE

FREE LAND LIST- Of
Tennessee mountain properties and .waterfront acreages at bargain prices.
Call now for November
specials
423-769-9713
ext. 1571.

MMI

Mark
;old tovies,
:loats,
Lotion
turday
iurry!

1512 Story Ave.
Fri. 8 til 2
Sat. 8 til Noon
items,
Misc.
Christmas lights,
etc., gas logs with
instructions, some
furniture.

Acmes'

1

155 ACRE: itri icie 40r
home, stock barn, tobacco
barn, spring fed creek Reduced to $74,500. 7534984 Terms

460

410

D Chi, 2 year
6-5250.

ats, 4x6
ea Top
:hanan
31

Garage
Sale

Fox Meadows trailer court just off South 16th St., Murray. Lot #E1

tat Pyrees, six
shots &

vita

Farms ECK Said

15

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1998

MURRAY LEDGER 8. TIMES

Miller Street
Terms on real estate, 15% down day of sale
balance within 30 days. Personal property,
including auto must be paid for in full day
of sale.

Antiques and collectibles: Cherry Davis Cabinet Co. 5 piece bedroom suit, very nice mirrored glove box, depression era vanity lamps, royal ruby bowl and underplate. Roseville pottery, two sets of nice china, lots of very old
glassware, caster set, 8 sterling silver goblets, coffee table with butter tray top, Victorian sofa, gold framed mirror,
anniversary clock, nice upholstered furniture, two tiered tables, old two drawer drop leaf end tables. signed Jessie
Stewart book, hand painted plates, oak library table, cane bottom rocker, Victorian wash stand with marble top.
signed Ensor prints, bowl and pitcher, large set of etched stemware "chantilly", very nice linens, Hammond electric
organ, costume jewelry, mink stole, chrome dinette set, two hand guns, old Admiral radio/record player, Duncan
Phfife table and chairs, beautiful slant front secretary, old cedar chest, carnival glass, appliances GE console TV.
Kenmore washer and dryer, RCA portable TV, microwave oven, 1995 Cadillac Deville. This and much more.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris CAI Auctioneer • Max R. Dodd - Broker
Mike Conley & Roger Stubblefield - Apprentices

10 ACRES, 7 miles south
on 121. Beautiful building
sites, $16,950. Terms.
753-9302

(502) 492-8796
Not responsible for accident, Announcements made dery of sale take precedence 011, all pnnied material,
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3BR with detached garage
on 1 acre $55,000
436-2698
3BR, 2 bath, carport + 2
car detached garage, new
roof, corner lot in city
Priced in $80S. Call 2100699 or 759-1345, leave
message
3BR, 2 bath. 4 miles N of
Will consider
Murray
lease/ purchase.
762-0144, evenings
3BR, 2 bath. Excellent tor
starter
downsizing
or
home Needing to move
into town, health reasons
requires closer proximity to
medical facilities, grocery,
etc 759-1610.
3BR, brick, carport, 2
baths, 3 miles from Murray, 3/4 acre, very clean
$65,000 753-9711
4 YEARS old, large lot.
753-6725.
BY owner. Beautiful brick,
3br, 21/2 bath ranch in
Gatesborough. In ground
pool, living room, family
room, dining room. Approximately 2500 sqft. living area, huge garage,
central hia, new roof, gas
fireplace.
logs,
and
$140,000. 753-0954.
BY Owner: Brick ranch,
3br, 2 bath, approximately
15 acre pasture & harvestable timber. Close to Kentucky Lake, $165,000. Additional 35 acres available
w/doublewide, outbuildings, & pond. Buchanan
901-232-8281.
COMPLETELY remodeled
3br, 1 bath. in Hazel. City
utilities, large garage.
Priced in $30's. 759-4826.
EAST Y Subdivision: 3br,
brick ranch. 753-0444.
FOR sale by Owner: bock,
4br house. 2016 sq.ft.
Double carport & storage.
309 Stokes St. in Puryear.
Excellent neighborhood.
Call 901-247-5357.
HOUSE 1 mile from Murray in Meadow Green
Acres subdivision. 11/2
acre lot, 3br, 2 bath, detached workshop. Needs
some repairs. $85,000.
Call 753-9785.
HOUSE located directly
across from Murray Middle
school on 9th Street Great
location for a daycare center or a great house for restoration. $55,000. Call
753-9785
HOUSE on Wells Purdom
Rd. north of Murray. 3br, 2
bath, 2 car garage. It has
an open floor plan and cathedral ceilings. All appliances included. City water
and natural gas. $89,500.
Call 753-9785.
NEW 3br, 2 bath house,
District.
North
School
Lease/ purchase. Possible
owner financing 489-2671
after 5pm.
NEW summer 98, 3br, 21/2
bath, brick, 2500 sq.ft. and
800 sq.ft. unfinished bonus
room upstairs. Wooded lot
in quiet neighborhood. 3
miles north of town.
753-2125.
REPO house & lot, New
Concord area, 4br, 2 bath,
$600 down w/approved
1-800-944-1376
credit.
(Mike)
UNDER construction, 3br,
2 bath, eat in kitchen, formal dining room, living
room, with ventless fireplace. Patio, covered front
porch, large master bedroom, bath with whirlpool
tub & separate shower.
Bonus room could be 4th
large
bedroom. Extra
backyard. Nancy Dr. 5592175 or 753-1500 after 5.
1960sq ft living, $142,000
UPDATES GALORE in
this spacious family home
located on Highway 121
South 3br, 2 baths, large
living/dining room, lovely
den w/hardwood floors,
Florida room & kitchen
w/breakfast room. Situated
on over 1 acre lot, available for immediate possession_ Under $140.000.
MLS *3001401 Contact:
Kopperud Realty
753-1222
WILL build come spring.
Approximately 1200 sq.ft.
or less. Zero lot line Plan
now. 759-1610.

1989 BRONCO II, XLT A Mercedes for Christpl, ac. cd, 200W ster- mas'? Affordable luxury,
eo, 4x4. excellent condi- 300E, low mileage, great
tion 57,XXX miles $6300 gas mileage, leather interior, sunroof, power every753-3869
1997 JEEP Grand Chero- thing, non-smoker, garage
kee, fully loaded Must sell kept Very clean, priced to
sell. $8.600 492-8798
now' $16,500 firm
767-0785
MOVING must sell' 1997
Toyota
Rav4, loaded
25,XXX miles, $18,500
obo 436-5429

Used Cars
1984 MERCURY Topaz
4dr, 4cyl. auto, air, AM/FM
cassette, low miles, extra
clean inside & out $1900
obo 901-247-6081
1990 BMW 325 convertible, red with black top. Also includes separate black
hard top. Classic car, immaculate condition. Asking
$12,000. Phone Bill, 7531222, days or 753-6620,
evenings.
1992 CAMARO RS +,
must sell, $5900 obo negotiable. 759-4429.
1994 CAMARO V6, black,
tinted windows, cd, a/c, all
power, 104,XXX miles.
Excellent
condition.
$6,000. 762-0189, leave
message.
1994 CHRYSLER LHS,
leather interior. $10,900.
753-2558, after 6pm.
1994 OLDS Cutlass Ciera,
excellent condition, great
car. 80,XXX miles. Must
sell. 56.200 obo.
759-5144.
1995 TAURUS, loaded,
clean, 53xxx miles, $7800
obo. 753-2479.
NICE 1991 Chevrolet Lumina Z34. Red, 2dr, girls
car, new tires. 95,XXX
miles. $4,800. 753-2905.

1987 YAMAHA Virago
535 Needs some repair,
$500 obo 753-3004
1989 YAMAHA 200, moto4 Call 759-1934
100NDA 250 R 4 wheeler,
good condition, $1600
435-4263

1996 FORD Windstar Van
most options Like new
436-5365
500

A-1 Tree Professionals
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying Serving Murray,
Calloway Co since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
Al Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying, leaf
raking,
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVID S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl sidADAM'S HOME
ing, homes, mobile homes,
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling, Repairs. No boats, brick driveways,
Job Too Small. 10% Dis- parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
count thru 12/31/98.
available. David Borders,
492-6267
AFFORDABLE all around Insured, Completely Mohauling, junk clean-up, bile. Phone 502-759-4734.
cleaning out sheds, tree Cellular 502-853-1108.
work. 436-2867.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
ANTIQUE refinishing, furPROFESSIONAL
niture repair & custom
DEPENDABLE.
woodworking. 753-8056.
502-767-9552.

1979 FORD F100 pick-up,
good dependable truck.
753-7506
1987 CHEVY Silverado,
SWB, 350 E.F.I., automatic, rally wheels, raised letter tires, white. $6,800.
SHARP! 492-8514, leave
message.
1989 JEEP Comanche,
good truck. $1800. obo.
759-5144
1992 GMC pickup. 350 engine, art, white, good condtion. 753-2486.
1992 GMC Sonoma truck,
black, 6cyl., 5 speed,
cruise, electric door locks,
79,XXX miles, excellent
condition. 753-7867.
1993 DODGE Dakota
Mark III Series, black,
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
leather interior, bedliner,
ground effects, $4500 obo.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Dec.
759-5341.
1995 FORD Ranger, swb, 11, 1998:
5sp, good condition. Call Expect a dynamic year as you learn
better communications. Others will
753-5136.
1995 TOYOTA Tacoma, be drawn by your high appeal. Your
4X4, intuition leads you in the right direcextended
cab,
miles. Asking tion; you'll often know who is going
31,XXX
$14,000. Call 759-4511 af- to call beforehand. You anticipate
others'actions and feelings. You will
ter 5pm

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed iii I, Ili Hf
www.automohilesonline.com
Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

*100
Online Cash Rebate
DWAIN
TAYLOR
I. fie&
OF MURRAY KV

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Tree Trimmi
Cleanup
Full Line of
Equipment '
"Quality

Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

ARIES (Nlarch.21-April 19)
**** You find clarity, though solutions don't necessarily easily appear. Others open up, allowing you
to make headway. Options appear
because of your ability to understand and empathize. Stay on top of
work, despite the impending holiday. Tonight: Dine with a partner.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Pace yourself,and get as much
done as you can. A oved one makes a
confession. Attend to finances; balance your budget,even with the holidays approaching. Somehow, you
spread yourself between various
friends, meetings and happy moments. Tonight: Holiday cheer.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You deal well with chaos,
especially if you see it as instrumental to clearing the air. You will resolve recent misunderstandings and
move forward. A partner lets you
know how much you light up his life.
If single, someone special is near.
Tonight: Join friends.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Anchor in, and be realistic.
You are unsure of what to do with
someone who's at a distance. Be
spontaneous. Let someone have
greater input into a work decision.
Talks clear the air. Someone might
have a crush on you. Let more creativity in your life.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling foundations, etc 436-2113
BASEMENTS & Homes.
Sub & General contracting Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders 502-436-2007
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584
BUSHHOGGING Jonesy
437-4030

DO you need your gutter
cleaned or screened?
Your trees trimmed or cut?
Call me, ask for David Of
leave message 436-5394

ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Off 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835
GUTTERS!
Quality Seamless Aluminum Gutters- Gutter supplies & maintenance. Variety of colors. Reasonable
Pnces. Licensed. Also Vinyl Shutters & Vinyl siding
supplies. Call West KY
C & R Construction
Seamless Gutters, 753New homes, pole barns, 0278, for all your gutter
additions, decks, garages, needs.
vinyl siding, replacement HANDYMAN, carpentry,
windows, roofing. Call
plumbing, yard
work,
436-5370 or 436-5253
proches & decks. Any job.
CARPET cleaned by Cert. Call Danny Paschall,
Techs. Murray Carpet &
492-8500.
Upholstery Cleaning
L&J HOME BUILDERS
753-6300 anytime.
General Contractors
CARPET Cleaning
New construction. RemodEmergency Water Remov- ling. Electrical, vinyl siding,
al. Free Estimates. Satis- porches, docks, plumbing
fied
References. Call repair.
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
Home 753-0353
Office 753-9372
LEAF Bagging, we haul off
or mulch. All lawn needs LAMB Bros. Dozing and
available. Yard Tech, 437- Backhoe. Mark Lamb,
4723.
436-6266.

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed & Insured. Luke Lamb
502-436-5950
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels. Free estimates
All work guaranteed'
489-6125
No job too small!
PAINTING
Intenor - Exterior.
Free estimates. 437-4364.
PLUMBING
Repairs. fast service.
436-5255
QUALITY new homes for
less $ $. HOME DESIGN
CENTER. 759-0220.
STEWARTS Vinyl & Windshield repair, including
dashboards, leather & velour. You rip it, we fix it!
Auto, home, commercial
residential. 436-5947.

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchtrig, aeration, overseedtng
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
VINYL & aluminum siding.
All kinds of construction &
home repairs. Also mobile
home repairs. 759-4401.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years expenence. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authonzed dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fn, 1-5:30.
751-0 0

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
THE HAIR WORLD, 900
Coldwater Road, welJones,
comes Rusty
Barber Stylist. All hair
services available. Call for
an appointment today!
753-0513.

Free Column
FREE to good home: 8
Year old female black Labrador (spayed). Good
watchdog with gentle disposition. 753-4882.
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HOROSCOPES
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might have your hands
full with all that goes on. An associate offers a plethora of opportunities; it might be difficult to choose. A
co-worker chips in and makes that
extra effort. Perhaps there is more
going on with this association than
you realize. Tonight: Out the door!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Clarity replaces confusion,but
you still have a lot to sort through. A
budding relationship piques your
interest. Intuition is right on with
money and gift buying. You don't
need someone's advice.Sort through
invitations; prioritize your time.
What is important to you? Tonight:
Shop away.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Timing could make or break
you. Use the afternoon to launch
projects, especially emotional ones.
You could be overwhelmed by all
that you have to do. Don't spend
time fretting,just start moving. Don't
be a last-minute shopper. Tonight:
Dote on a deserving family member.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Open doors, and allow more
information in. Hunches could be
right on. Concentrate on one item at
a time. You easily could get overloaded and distracted. Communicate with openness and gentleness.
You gain important insights. Tonight: Add mystery to your image.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Talking clears up a lot of
work-related problems. You didn't
understand, or someone didn't communicate well. Imagination leads
you on an interesting hunt. Follow
through on a gift idea. Unexpected
opportunities pop up from out of the
blue. Tonight: Make an extra effort
at home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Travel plans can be confirmed and solidified. Still,don't play

into office gossip. Your awareness is
high when dealing with others; you
intuitively know what they want.
Your softer side emerges. Show caring in a way that someone can hear.
Tonight: Out and about until late.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Straighten out partnership
issues. Financial news has you making progress. Don't resist an opportunity to make money. Discussions
prove important. You find your feel-

ings rather tender. You could exaggerate someone's reaction, however.
Tonight: Catch a holiday concert.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Others have many requests; you wonder which to fulfill.
Listen to someone's opinion, especially a boss's. You gain because you
are willing to put yourself on the
line. Recognize what you would like
to change. Present your case. Tonight: Light the fires of romance.

WIN A
SANYO 19"
COLOR TELEVISION

FROM.NAPA!
*Drawing to be held Dec.23
*No Purchase Necessary
*Must be 18 years old to win

(7.1

'The color television will be given away in place of the shotgun as advertised in our Holiday Savings Circular)

Come By And Register!
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Hwy.641 North • 753-4424

029Super Farm Boss 16"Chain Saw

577111,„
Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair
Custom Backhoe
Work

Cuts Prices
On the World's largest Selling Chain Saws!

Phone:

(502) 437-4545

SAVE

$40

NOW ONLY

I675

CUSTOM ICITC14111 CAME TS
CUISTOY W000110011114140

AN Types Of:
Custom

Woodworking

STIHL ONLY
•57 cc •3.5 ci
•3.8 bhp
•18" & 20" bars
also available

IleV414
Wie SS°

,lntelliCarbTM
Compensating
Carburetor
'If you're a serious
wood cutter, this is
your saw!

01714"Chain Saw

ONLY

too

SUNBURY

MURRAY (Behind Wm, Bmad)
733- WO

8675 LeafBlower

•

•25.4 cc •9.5 lbs

Auto Loans

• 135 mph •377 cfm

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down

•ElastoStartim Handle

before. Loans available
for tat time buyers, bad
.,41010147
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

•2-1 -1 -LIFE-LIFE

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
IS. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1-A00-S74-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

'Top-Rated

•44 cc • 2.7 ci
.3.0bhp
'Excellent mid-range
saw
'Lightweight; only
103 lbs
•18" bar also
available

NOW ONLY

Save

2Z9t9z,

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO OUTDOOR DIVISION

Chestnut St., Murray

1

•

•30 cc •1.8 ci
•"Best Value" Home
Mechanix
Magazine
'Lightweight; only
8.6 lbs
•STIHL quality at an
incredible low price

025 16"Chain Saw

Drop by and see our showroom

e.
S

•

-7

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256
T995 CHEVY S10 Blazer
1:.T. leather, CD player, all
power, black, 52xxx miles,
$17,000 Call 753-8809

Services Offend

CARPET Cleaning in time
for Christmas 759-0078
leave message
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
Chimney
Chim
CHIM
Sweep Chimney cleaning
services 10% senior citidiscount Contact
zen
Tracy Manning 435-4006
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592

indulge others through cards and
small gifts.

a ATV's
1986 & 1988 HONDA TRX
250R after market pipes &
silencers Very fast and reliable Call 759-9609

1982 CHEVROLET Conversion Van, nevi tires &
paint, front & 'ear a/c,
good condtion 763-2486

1996 COACHMEN Catalina 30 Camping Trailer
EXCELLENT Condition
$11,900 436 2225

753-2571

1
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT. My son-in-law
says that if an alcoholic abstains comDEAR DR. GOTT What can you tell pletely from drinking, he won't live
me about anaphylaxis? 1 have all the long because his system relies on
symptoms, even the drop in blood alcohol and has lost the ability to
pressure. I feel lightheaded and have process food. Fortunately, this is not
no energy several times a day. This my problem. Is it true?
has been going on for years.
DEAR READER: Your son-in-law's
DEAR READER: Anaphylaxis is a viewpoint is absurd at best, dangersevere, acute and sometimes fatal ous at worst. The reverse is true. If an
reaction to a foreign substance. It can alcoholic does NOT abstain, he will
occur from food, vaccines, chemicals, eventually suffer serious mental and
drugs or insect venom, and it appears physical complications. Alcohol is poiwithin seconds or minutes.
son for anyone. For an alcoholic, it is a
In its mildest form, anaphylaxis one-way ticket to court or the mortucauses redness, itching, swelling, lung ary. Alcoholism is a disease that can
spasm and a fall in blood pressure. In be treated only by abstinence. By the
its severest form, it rapidly leads to way, does your son-in-law drink a
unconsciousness, shock and cardiac good deal? His irrational rationalization seems very much to me like
arrest.
thinking."
"alcoholic
treated
usually
is
condition
The
with injections of epinephrine, fol- To give you related information, I
lowed by antihistamines or cortisone, am sending you a copy of my Health
which reverse the body's acute aller- Report -Help II: Mental/Substance
Abuse." Other readers who would like
gic response.
Anaphylaxis is never a chronic con- a copy should send $2.00 plus a long,
dition. I'm afraid that you'll have to self-addressed, stamped envelope to
consider other causes for your loss of PO Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
energy and drop in blood pressure. New York, NY 10156. Be sure to menYou might be anemic or experiencing tion the title.
a reaction to certain medications, for DEAR DR. GOTT: The last time I
example. Check with your doctor.
had a Pap test, my gynecologist said I
have leukoplakia of the vulva. What is
this condition?

'
1
GIVE US
A CALL
Do you
have a hot
news tip?
The
Ledger
will pay
$10 for the
best news
tip of the
month.

DEAR READER Leukoplakia is a
smooth, pearly-white filmy skin lesion
that is considered to be pre-cancerous. It can occur in the genital tract,
in the mouth or on the tongue. These
latter versions are more common in
smokers. The lesions must be monitored if they grow or change, biopsy
is required. Patients with oral leukoplakia must discontinue tobacco products. The cause of genital leukoplakia
is unknown, and there are no preventive measures.
1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DEAR ABBY: 1 have a bone to
pick with you. I am a widow living
in a seniors building. One of the residents brought your column on
sending anniversary cards to a surviving spouse to the community
room.

Your advice was wrong! There
are eight of us here who should
know. Speaking for myself, I would
not want to receive an anniversary
card, because one person cannot celebrate something that two people
should. The day should be remembered because it is important, but
instead, take the surviving spouse
to dinner or to an event to show
that you remember.
EIGHT WIDOWS,
VAN DYKE CENTER,DETROIT
DEAR EIGHT WIDOWS:
Thank you for offering an
opposing viewpoint that was
not reflected in the mail I have
received. Most widows and widowers who wrote expressed
sadness that friends and relatives ignored the anniversary
after the spouse died. Sending a
card is less expensive than
entertaining — and can mean
just as much. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: The recent letter
from "Concerned Sister-in-Law"
moved me to write. She said her
mother-in-law had died in 1989, but
her sister-in-law still sends anniversary cards to her father. She asked
if that was healthy and normal.
Abby, your answer was right on!
It is healthy and normal. My husband died three months before our
55th wedding anniversary. On our
anniversary, our daughter gave me
a gift, a potted plant and a coffee
mug with her father's name on it. It
made a lonely day a little brighter.
"Concerned" should be thankful
that her sister-in-law shows her
love for her father by celebrating
the memory of her mother.
JERRIE FROM VALRICO, FLA.

DEAR ABBY: I have followed
your column for many years, but
have never written because I've had
a beautiful life and few complaints.
I had a marvelous husband for 28
years — until cancer took him from
me.
We had three wonderful sons
who never gave us a minute's trouble. They married terrific wives and
gave us beautiful grandchildren. So
why am I writing? Let me tell you:
Yesterday was my 33rd anniversary, and not a soul mentioned it.
When I went to bed last night, I
hugged my husband's picture and
recalled the happiness of our wedding day. Tears streamed down my
face because no one remembered.
Even though my spouse will never
be with me again on this special
date, it's still our anniversary and
always will be.
A YOUNG WIDOW IN GEORGIA
DEAR YOUNG WIDOW: Perhaps your letter will be the
catalyst that inspires others to
do something positive on those
special occasions.
Readers: Now you have both
sides of the story. It's up to you
to decide if cards, flowers or
even a telephone call is thoughtful and appropriate on a birthday or wedding anniversary if
one spouse is deceased. I'm confident that you will conclude
it is.
***

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

Warrant Officer Nesbitt L.
Ten years ago
Mathis. son of Mr. and Mrs. C.M.
The residents of OIRe BouleMathis, is now serving with a Helivard, Murray, will once again this
copter Company in Vietnam.
year prepare and light their lumiBirths reported include a boy to
naries on the evenings of Dec. II
and 12. This is a special feature for
Mr. and Mrs. Kim Wallis, Dec. 3.
the holiday season.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Paschall will
Births reported include a boy to
be married 50 years Dec. 14.
Betty and R.V. Oliver, a girl to
Forty years ago
Brenda and Bradley Smith, a boy to
Bennie McKee!, Buddy Spann,
Tabitha and William Travis, a boy
Max Parker, and Dale Maupin were
to Donna and Danny Alexander,
elected as officers of Sea Scout
and a girl to Carl and Patti Hosford,
Ship 91.
Dec. 1; a boy to Terry and J.R.
W.J. Pitman, assistant professor
Quertermous, Dec. 2; a girl to Toof biology at Mary Washington
nya and John Maness, Dec. 3.
College of the University of VirMr. and Mrs. Robert N. Steele
ginia, Fredericksburg, has been
were married 50 years Nov. 26.
awarded a 15-month National SciTwenty years ago
ence Foundation Science Faculty
The Calloway County Public LiFellowship. He is formerly of Murbrary has been transformed into
ray.
"Fantasyland" for the Christmas
Recent births reported at Murray
season. Each year a different theme
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
is carried out in the library decoraMrs. Bob L. Miles, a boy to Mr.
tions. Special programs have been
and Mrs. Charles Goins, and a boy
planned.
to Mr. and Mrs. C.W. Jones.
The Rev. Lawson Williamson,
Fifty years ago
the Rev. Martin Mattingly, Dr. Bill
Calloway County will receive
Whittaker, and the Rev. Robert $66,177.03 from the new revenue
Brockhoff are new officers of Mur- fund and $43,365.35 from the preray-Calloway County Ministerial sent statutory fund for a total of
Association. Certificates of appre- $109,542.38 from the state for the
ciation were presented to Juanita road fund in 1949.
Spiceland, MCC Hospital hostess,
Ardath Boyd and Hilda Galloand Bettye Jones, activities director way, speech students at Murray
at West View Nursing Home, for Training School, presented a
protheir assistance.
gram at a meeting of the Zeta DeThirty years ago
partment of the Murray Woman's
Dr. Harry Sparks, president of Club. They were introduced by
Murray State University, has been their teacher, Mrs. C.S. Lowry.
appointed to the Commission on
Higher Education by Kentucky
Gov. Louie Nunn

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

A Sure Thing

Call 753-1916
Ext. 27

CROSSWORDS
Brigade s
war
34 River in
Germany
35 Slender
36 Anton ID
37 Spanish gold
38 Salad green
39 Harvest
goddess
40 River in Italy
41 Stall
42 Fortitude
43 Quiet
45 Linen
47 Youthful
years
48 Got out of
bed

ACROSS
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1 Shows
concern
6 Soothes
11 Flowing
12 Theater
district
14 Electrified
particles
15 Country of
Europe
17 Chemical
suffix
18 Baseball
great
19 Talons
20 Native metal
21 Symbol for
rhodium
22 Hails
23 Singing bird
24 Noise unit
26 Cook in oven
27 Hebrew
month
28 Actor Russell
29 Beast of
burden
31 Light
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About Mary"
actor
6 Stomachs
7 Is not well
8 Deposit
9 Milliliter
(abbr )
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BOOK..
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DO WE HAVE
TO REAP THE
WHOLE BOOK?
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I MEAN,DO WE HAVE
TO READ THE PREFACE
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SELECTED f318L106RAPPY7
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Local Delivery
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1 Provide with
wearing
apparel
2 Niece's mom
3 Legal matter
4 Half an em
5 "There's
Something

,

Today is Thursday, Dec. 10, the
344th day of 1998. There are 21
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 10, 1948, the U.N.
General Assembly • adopted its Universal Declaration on Human
Rights.
On this date:
Ii 1817, Mississippi was admitted as the 20th state.
In 1869, women were granted
the right to vote in the Wyoming
Territory.
In 1898, a treaty was signed
in Paris officially ending the Spanish-American War.
In 1906, President Theodore
Roosevelt became the first American to be awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize, for helping to mediate an end to the Russo-Japanese
War.
In 1931, Jane Addams became
a co-recipient of the Nobel Peace
Prize, the first American woman
so honored.
In 1950, Ralph J. Bunche was
presented the Nobel Peace Prize,
the first black American to receive
the award.
In 1958, the first domestic passenger jet flight took place in the
United States as a National Airlines Boeing 707 flew 111 passengers from New York to Miami
in about 2 1/2 hours.
In 1964, Dr. Martin Luther King
Junior received the Nobel Peace
Prize during ceremonies in Oslo,
Norway.
In 1967, singer Otis Redding
died in the crash of his private
plane in Wisconsin.
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR JERRIE: Many widows
then set aboutestablishing the club
South dealer.
and widowers wrote to confirm Neither side vulnerable.
PETER
suit. However, East declined to
that such thoughtful gestures
cooperate, refusing to take his ace
NORTH
GOTT, M.D.
make a sad day more bearable.
4743
on either the first or second round.
from
a
Read on for a letter
This left declarer with no reQ
J
2
✓
widow who was less fortunate
course. He could go ahead and es•8 4
than you:
tablish the clubs by playing a third
•K Q 1052
EAST
round, but there would then be no
WEST
4K105
way to reach the dummy. In pracQ92
tice, he turned his attention to
V 96
•K 10 8 5 4
•Q 106 5 2 spades and wound up down one,
DAILY COMICS
•J 9 3
scoring two tricks in each suit.
+A87
463
Considering that South had a
SOUTH
BLONDIE
sure thing going from the opening
4 A J 86
bell, it is difficult to muster any
A 73
AT LEAST,
CONGRATULATiONS, AL.EXANPER ,
YESSIR,
sympathy for him.The plain fact is
•A K
I THINK
SOY, YOU'RE
YOU'QE EMPLOYEE
IT IS
that after the opening heart lead,
J 94
BURGER
c7G Ti.tE MONTH.'
BARN
nine tricks were there for the takThe bidding:
RIGHT' TO
ing.
North East
South West
THE co
Declarer's error came when he
2 NT Pass
Pass
1 NT
played the queen of hearts from
m
3 NT
dummy at trick one, a momentary
Opening lead — five of hearts.
Anyone who has played bridge victory that eventually cost him
for any length of time has had the the contract. Instead, he should
unhappy experience as declarer of have played dummy's deuce and
seeing an apparently certain con- taken whatever card East produced
tract disintegrate right in front of with the ace. In this way, he could
his eyes. Usually, the cause is a assure a later entry to dummy with
freakish distribution of the oppos- either the queen or jack of hearts.
CATHY
In the actual deal, after taking
ing cards, in which case declarer is
East's nine (or six) with the ace,
when
blame.
But
to
probably
not
(THE
SEARCH
'THE
trAlrf
iNTERNET‘
- 1 niOU DIDN'T
DOES4"T
I ORDERED IVI4
declarer himself is responsible for declarer plays three rounds of
iA)ttE A ROBE
IS 4OUR TOY
MALLs.. SCOUR THE STORES
DO 40U
turning a sure thing into a losing clubs. East can return a heart or
R&M
11,0(2/
Z.E
.
LfOU
DiDN'T
IT
MEAN,
ON THE IN1ERNET.
shift to another suit, as he likes,
proposition, that's another story.
.
8Ll4
BIN . RETURN.
SHOP ..'-IOU
DOESN'T
THE`I'LL WRAP
Take this case where West led but nothing can stop South from
1UST DID A
COUNT?
A ErFon)... RETURN ACIAW...
IT.. SHP IT,.
a heart against South's three scoring a spade, two hearts, two
NEW TRICK
WHEW!. TM DOW
ON YOURTOY
notrump contract. Declarer put up diamonds and four clubs for his
dummy's queen, which held, and contract.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
c 1998 King Featu ma Syndicate, Inc.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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10 Lays away
11 Norwegian
sea inlet
13 Fragrant
16 High
19 Conspiracy
20 Harangue
22 Apple Juice
23 Smar
limbless
invertebate
25 Stone cut in
relief
26 Devastates
28 Hare — sect
29 Chicken
homes
30 Dexterous
31 Guitarist —
Atkins
32 Have
ambitions
33 III-natured
35 Walks
38 Between N.Y.
.
and R.I.
39 Miners' finds
41 Social
gathering
42 Mail center
abbr
44 French article
46 Letter of the
alphabet

Mail Subscription
RATES
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$59.50
6 mo.
$85.00
1 yr.
Money Order
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Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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Polls show little support for impeachment
WASHINGTON (AP) — The in the House, the first time in 60
American people told pollsters for years the president's party has capmonths they didn't think President tured more seats in a midterm
Clinton should be impeached, and election. House Republicans had
many of them punctuated the mes- expected to increase their numsage by voting for Democratic bers — and their uproar at the
congressional candidates in Novem- election outcome prompted Speaker Newt Gingrich to resign. Senber.
But the House Judiciary Com- ate Republicans also expected to
mittee nevertheless presseik for- improve their 55-45 majority, but
ward with hearings and is near- just held steady.
Some thought the election results
ing a vote, setting the stage for a
would
derail the impeachment
possible impeachment vote by the
effort. But they didn't.
full House next week.
What's going on?
"It's kind of surreal," said
"It
would have gone away had
Republican pollster Neil Newhouse.
"I was out at the malls recently, Clinton taken this a bit more seriand people are more concerned ously," said Newhouse:"They were
with what they're buying for Christ- like a football team going into a
mas presents. We have all this prevent defense — they relaxed."
House Judiciary Committee
turmoil in Washington, but this
said
wave has no ripples anywhere Chairman Henry Hyde,
public opinion polls should be conelse."
sidered because "this is a democPolls show about two-thirds of racy, a representative democracy."
Americans say they don't want However, he added, "I don't think
Clinton impeached, a number that it should be determinant."
Rep. Christopher Shays, Rhas been fairly consistent for
months. Almost six out of 10 say Conn., has made clear he will
they don't approve of the way oppose impeachment. But he's not
Republicans in Congress are han- sure about other moderate Republicans who hold the key to enddling the investigation.
And Democrats gained five seats ing —or continuing — the process.

Search for tree
leads to meth lab
CENTRAL CITY, Ky. (AP) —
Police looking for a stolen Christmas tree and other seasonal items
found them and something they
didn't expect — a possible methamphetamine laboratory.
Muhlenberg County police Officer Keith Whitehouse said officers went to the home of Mike
and Bonnie Stogner in Central City
as a follow-up to a shoplifting investigation involved the theft of the
items from a Wal-Mart.
Whitehouse said the officers
smelled what they believed to be
anhydrous ammonia.
He said a search of the house
and the wooded area surrounding
it revealed the stolen merchandise
and a number of items used to
manufacture methamphetamine.
We also found about an eight-

ball (package) of what we believe
is finished product, and there are
antihistamine tablets everywhere,"
Whitehouse said.

"If you had asked me a month
ago, I could have named 20 Republicans who would have voted
against impeachment," Shays said
in an interview. "Now I see only
five of them who are certain to
vote against it':
House Republicans now have
a 228-206 edge over the Democrats.
Clinton apparently angered many
Republicans with his legalistic
answers to 81 questions posed by
the Judiciary Committee. Newhouse
considered it the president's biggest
misstep since his first televised
apology in August that fell flat.
"There was the feeling that the
president was thumbing his nose
at the legislature," said presidential scholar Stephen Hess of the
Brookings Institution.
Shays said the increased momentum for impeachment comes from
a feeling that such a vote is a
kind of censure, because the Senate is unlikely to remove the president.
"I think that is a dangerous
way to look at it," said Shays,
noting it would set in motion a
removal process that could tie up

cal

the Senate in a trial, consuming
"a great deal of time and national energy."
"You're playing a risky game
with the republic," he said. "But
there are a number of members
who feel this president just doesn't get it. They are willing to take
some heat from the public to give
this president a message." Political analyst Charles Cook,
editor of the Cook Report, said
House members are acting on their
emotions.
"There are some House Republicans and some Republican voters that are so blinded by their
hatred and contempt for President
Clinton that this has become an
obsession," he said. Many Republican House members need not
worry about appealing to a bipartisan constituency, he noted.
Pollster Newhouse said he knows
what he would tell Republicans who
sought his political advice: "Americans want this over with and want
the Congress and the president to
move back to issues that affect
their everyday lives. The sooner
we can get to that point, the better."

Gerry Muuka, a sixth-grader at Murray Middle School, and
the son of Gerry Muuka of 306 Broach Avenue, has been
named student of the week. His hobbies are basketball, rid'rig bikes and using computers.
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WE'RE
#1

Pr.,

•

When your
car's not going .
call us for

TOWING!
McCLARD'S
TOWING •

NEW OWNER
1 Warehouse Tire will continue to
offer you the same dependable
service and exceptional quality you've
come to trust.
Open Mon.-Fri. 7-5

207 S. 7th St. • Murray
•

WAREHOUSE TIRE

Mike Stogner, 21, fled the scene,
police said, but was arrested later.
He was charged with manufacturing methamphetamine and bail
jumping.

753-9132 •
•

Keith Fain

400 Industrial Rd • 753-1111

Final Days

Stogner was out of jail on 10
percent bond of $1,000 for an Oct.
26 arrest. He was arrested then
for second-degree pOssession of a
controlled substance, possession of
marijuana and having prescription
drugs in an improper container..
Bonnie Stogner. 35, and Ricky
Senay, 18. of Central City. were
also taken into 'custody in connection with the shoplifting case,
Whitehouse said.
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